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FOREWORD
This study was conducted from 25 June, 1964 to 25 January, ii_65 by
the Systems Department of the Northrop Space Laboratories, llawthorne,
California. All work was conducted under Contract JPL 850829 for the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California. Ralph E. Bartera
served as technical representative for JPL.
Arnold P. Shlosinger, Supervisor of the Temperature and Envirom_ental
Control Systems Branch at Northrop Space Laboratories _,_as Program Xanat'_r.
Mr. C. Cafaro, Senior Engineer, Temperature and Environmental C:_ntrol
Systems Branch, was the principal investigator. >lajor contribution'; to
the study effort and preparation of this report were made by H. J. }iarris,
Senior Engineer of the Temperature aIld Environmental Control Branch, and
M. K. Fairchild, Supervisor; V. M. Urban, Mer_ber of the Technical Staff,
of the Space Simulation Branch.
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SU__IARY
This report presents the results of an engineering study and analysis to
determine the effects of planetary albedo and radiation from '!ars and Venus
on the thermal balance of spacecraft orbiting these planets, and to study
feasible methods of simulating Mars and Venus planetary albedo and radiation
in a space simulation chamber. The existing literature for Mars aad Venus
provides a multiplicity of planetary albedo values. This study used the
range of published albedo values to effectively bound the thermal effects
on vehicles orbiting these planets.
The results of the thermal analysis indicate that the effects of
planetary albedo and radiation are significant, l hcrefore, the albedo and
radiation should be considered in the design and test o_ space._aL_ whose
mission includes close orbit of these planets.
Previously, only limited consideration has been given to planetary
albedo and radiation simulation. However, some advanced concepts have
recently been proposed. The concepts do not provide exact spectral match
or variation of orbital altitude and position _imulatiou. The extreme
variation of environment for Hars and Venus and the conflicting simulation
features desired for planetary radiation simulations :aakes it impractical
to devise one simulator system for both Mars and Venus. Simulator design
should be tailored to the specific requirements of the spacecraft and its
mission.
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IN?RODUCTION
Fhis report presents the results of Northrop Space Laboratories I engineering
study to (I) perform a literature surveN to determine the best current data
regarding planetary albedo and radiation of Mars and Venus, (2) define the
effects of planetary albedo and radiation on the thermal balance of spacecraft
orbiting Mars and Venus, and (3) determine feasible methods of simulating
planetary albedo and radiation of Mars and Venus in a space simulation chamber.
For the purpose of this study, the combined phenomena of albedo and planetary
radiation are referred to by the term ':Radiosity".
Included is a discussion of the technical problem areas, the approxima-
tions and assumptions made to define or simplify problems, and the results of
the study effort.
A range of planetary albedo values was obtained fron_ the literature for
both planets. Grey body reflectance curves of energy versus wavelength are
presented spanning this range. Superimposed on these curves are the observed
planetary spectral reflectance data. Data for planetary diameter and mean
distance from the sun were obtained from various sources and tabulated.
Specific values for each were adopted for use in the thermal analysis.
;he spacecraft configurations analyzed were a one-foot diameter sphere
and a one-foot square flat plate. Both were assumed to be planetary oriented
in circular polar orbits around the two planets, at altitudes between i000 Km
and 2500 Km. Circular polar orbits perpendicular and parallel to the Sunls
rays are investigated. The resulting temperature data are supplemented by
a method of extrapolating the results of this investigation to circular polar
orbits other than those resulting in maximum and minimum temperatures.
Simulator characteristics necessary to reproduce the thermal environment
for space vehicles orbiting Mars and Venus are presented. A survey was con-
ducted to determine currently employed planetary a]bedo and radiation simula-
tion techniques and solicit recommendations for new approaches. Several
proposed methods are anal_zed a_d discussed. One simulation technique for the
Mars environment and two for the Venus environment are presented and discussed.
The conclusions resulting from the study are presented in Section IV a_ong
with specific recommendations of promising areas for future development.
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SECTION I
DATA SURVEY
A literature search was conducted for the purpose of obtaining the following
information: (i) the planetary temperature, (2) the spectral distribution of
the planetary radiation, (3) the planetary albedo, (4) the average distance of
the planet from the sun, and (5) the dimensions of the planets Mars and V_nus.
P
where
PLANETARY TEMPERATURE
Published literature provided a sufficient quantity of planetary temperature
information to enable a reasonable assessment of these values for Mars and Venus.
Tables I-I and I-2 present a listing of the perused data in chronological order
for the two subject planets; the major portion of _hich was obtained by obsc_rva -
tion (Reference 1 through 23). It is to be noted that these data represent the
effective planetary temperature when the planet is viewed from deep space.
This effective temperature may also be deter_nined analytically for a stead\'
radiation yields for a planet, radiating as a black body (Reference 24):
T I l-a) Gs. 1 k
= (°R) (I-l)
4(7
a = albedo of the planet
G = solar irradiation flux at the planet (Btu/Hr-Ft 2)
s
O = Stefan-Boltzmann Constant := .1713 x 10 -8 Btu/Hr-Ft 2 - oR 4
Under thermal steady state conditions a planet reradiates that portion of
radiation which it absorbs. This requires that the planet is neither a source
of, nor stores thermal energy. This assumption is valid for earth, where the
amount of solar energy converted and stored by photo synthesis and the amount
of energy generated by chemical and nuclear processes is insignificantly smal].
I-i NSL-65-5
I.
2.
3.
.
5.
.
7.
.
9.
I0.
]I.
12.
13.
14.
17.
18.
19.
TABLE I- 1
OBSERVED VENUS TEMPERATURES
TEMPERATURE
oK
220-230
234
293
225
235
233-240
230
234
230
234
236
235
250
24O
235
209 4. 2
oR
397--414
421.4
527,4
elf. blk. body)
center of disk)
probable)
4_)5
423
419.4-432
414
eff. blk. body)
(average i.r.
emission)
(probable)
421.2
414
421.2
424.8
423
45O
(clouds)
(black body effec-
tive)
(upper cloud layer
black body)
(upper atmosphere)
432 (clouds by Mariner
II data)
423 (average radiation
temperature)
374.4 -÷-3.6 (uncertain data)
235
240
235
423 (effective)
432 (center of disk,
Mariner If)
423 (top of cloud layer
AUTHOR(S) AND yEAR
Sin[on and Strong (1960a)(Ref. i
Sin[on and Strong (1960b((Ref. 2
General Electric-Space Facts
(1960) (Ref. 3)
Kaplan (1961) (Ref. 4)
Kellogg and Sagan (1961)(Ref. 5)
Pettit and Sinton ([961) (Ref, 6
Stev_:_u_o_ and C_rafton (i96!)
(Ref. 7)
Warner (1961) (Eel. 8)
Jastrow and l<asool (1962)
(Ref. _3
Opik (1962) _Ref 1())
Sinton <1962) (Re[. ll)
Wyckoff (1')62) (R_f. 12)
Briggs & Mamikunian (19_9)
(Ref. 13)
Briggs & M_mikunian (1903)
(Ref. 13)
Chase, Kaplan, Neugebauer
(1964) (Ref. 14)
blurray, Wild,y, and Westphal
(1963) (Ref. 15)
Rasool (1963) (Ref. 16)
Rea & Welch (1963) (Ref. 17)
Sinton (1963) (Re[. 18)
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TEMPERATURE
oK oR
1. 250 450
2. 275 495
3. 223 4_)i. 4
4. 289 520.2
.
TABLE 1-2
OBSERVED LIARS TEMPERATURES
.
7.
o
9.
I0.
ii.
12.
288 518.4
24O
218
23(0
253
250
230
24O
(measured average)
(black body)
(Polar-Tropical Arith-
metic av.)
(probable)
(center of disk)
432 (average)
382.4 (probable)
414
455.4
450
414
432
(estimated mean)
(surface temp.)
(arithraetic average)
(mean)
(mean daytime temp.)
AUTHOR(S) t_ND YEAR
Pettit and Nicholson (1924)
(Ref. 19)
Coblentz (1925) (Ref. 2(_)
deVaucouleurs (1954) (Ref. 2]
General Electric-Space Facts
(1960) (Ref. 3)
Sinton and Strong (t960b)
(Ref. 2)
Kellogg & Sagan (1901) (Ref.
Ste\'en_on & Grafton (1901)
(Rcf. 7)
Jastrow & Rasool 1902) (Ref.
Opik (1962) (R_f. 1(})
Schilling (17,62) Ref. 22)
Rasool (11963) (Rcf. 16)
Kellogg and Sagan (L963)
(Ref. 23)
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SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF PLANETARY RAI)IATION
A planet does not radiate energy as a black body. However, as actual
emissivity and temperature are unkno,_rn, a Planckian black body distribution
can be used to express the planetary emissive power when the known efiective
planetary black body, temperature is used. Figures I-l'and I-2 show planetary
emission curves of Planckian distribution (Reference 24). The T and T
max min
are the maximum and ,'ninimum values of effective planetary black body tempera-
ture, the numerical value being obtained by performin_ a heat balance on the
planets with Equation I-l. T corresponds to the minimuun albedo and T
max m in
corresponds to the maximum albedo values that were obtained from ti_e literature
survey. Mariner II information is shown on Figure 1-2 and lends additional
credence to the data presented.
ALBEI)O
Fhe literature survey (References 9, 21, 26-35) shows that a considerable
amount of conflicting albedo data had been published. The range of published
albedo values is for Mars .148 to 0.295 and for Venus (}.5u to 0.77. The
value of .148 for Mars and the values of .59 to .77 for the planet Venus are
the visible portion of the spectrum to the total radiation incident at the
planet. The albedo value for _iars of 0.295 (refe_en,<e 25) ',cas derived from
radiometric measurements. Venus appears to be a "grey' reflector and thus
equal albedo or reflectance factors can be applied over the entire spectrum.
Curves shown as Figure I-! and I-2 have been plotted by use of a constant
percentage reduction by the albedo values shown, of the solar black body curve.
A black body temperature of the Sun of I0,400°R was used. The energy level at
each planetary distance was varied according to the Inverse Square Law and the
planet was considered to be a grey reflector. Published spectral reflectance
data are superimposed on the curves to indicate essential agreement with values
based on above simplifications.
*Referenced figures are _rouped as the final entry in this section.
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PLANETARY PHYSICAL ELE>_NTS
Planetary data were abstracted from various sources to yield the diameters
and planet-sun average distance for Mars and Venus. These data are listed in
'Fables I-3 and I-4, respectively.
TABLE I-3
PLANETARY DIMENSIONS FOR }tARS AND VENUS
Planet
Mars
Venus
Diameter (Vm] Radius (Km) References
Schilling(Ref. 22)
6828 4_ 7 (equatorial
6756 a 7 (polar)
12,060 - 12,640
12,240 J 15
3291 - 3359 (polar)
3323 - 3438 (equatorial)
3380 (equatorial)
6100 (equatorial)
4
6100 - 30
Allen (Eel. 36)
deVaucouleurs (1964)
(Ref. 23)
Briggs & Namikunian (Ref.l _)
Alien (Ref. 36)
deVaucou]eurs (1964)(Ref.25_
Martynov (kef. 37)
The values used in this report are:
Mars planetary diameter = 6792 Km
Mars distance from the Sun := 1.5237 A.U.
Venus planetary diameter = 12,240 Km
Venus distance from Sun = .72333 A.U.
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TABLE1-4
PLANETARYDISTANCEFROMTHESUN
Planet
Mars
Venus
Distance (Km)
6
227.8 x tO
108.1 x 106
A. U.*
i .52369
1.52369
1.524
.723332
.72333
.72333
Reference
American Emphemeris (Ref. 38)
Allen (Ref. 36)
Space Facts (Ref. 3)
Briggs & Mamikunian (Ref. 113)
_erican Ephemeris (Ref. 38)
A1|en (Ref. 36)
*i A.U. = 149,525,000 Km_
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NORTHROP SPACE LABORATORIES
SECTION 11
THERMAL ANALYSIS ,
The temperature of a space vehicle in orbit around a planet is deter-
mined by the heat balance between the space vehicle and its environment, which
includes the sun, the planet and its at_:iosphere, and space. The spacecraft
receives solar energy directly from the sun and indirectly (reflected) from
the planet and its atmosphere. It further receives thermal radiation
emitted by the planet and its atmosphere.
DISCUSSION OF ANALYSIS
The external environment factors that influence the heat balance are:
the solar radiation constant at the planetary distance fren_ the _n; the
planetary albedo; and the thermal emission resulting £rom the apparent
temperature of the planet as seen from space, in writing an instantaneous
heat balance equation for a space vehicle, the sum of all incident radiant
energy minus the sum of all radiation leaving the space \_hicle, will equal
the rate of change in stored thermal energy and hence the temperature of the
space vehicle. Aerodynamic heating can be neglected at the: altitudes to be
considered.
The rate of change of temperature of an orbiting vehicle may be obtained
from the following expression:
4
F (] A + 6 Fe 6 a T
s s p p p
direct solar planetary
input input
4 dTv
A _Fr a G A - 6 G T A : mc (Eq. II-i)
s s v p dt
reflected solar energy rate of change
input emitted in stored
by thermal energy
vehicle
where:
A
a =
c =
P
Total surface area of vehicle
Planetary albedo
Specific heat of vehicle
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Fe = Shape factor for planetary emissionP
Fr = Shapefactor for planetary reflected solar radiation
S
F _ Shape factor for direct solar radiation
S
G = Solar radiation on a plane normal to sun at the planetary
S "
distance from the sun
= Mass of vehicle
= Temperature of planet
Temperature of vehicle
Time
= Solar absorptivity of vehicleWs exterior coating
= Emissivity of vehiclels exterior coating
=- Emissivity of planet
=: Stefan-Boltzmannthermal radiation constant .1713 x i0
m
T
P
T
V
t
E
E
P
G
-8 BTl'/hr )
2 4
F t - c !._
As discussed in Section I - Data Survey, available data of tht solid
planetary surfacu temperatures are not of interest here. A satellit_ orbiting
a planet with a surrounding atmosphere will actually see the planet includin_
itrs atmosphere envelope. The planetary radiation r_aching the satellite will
be the result of the properties of the atmosphere as weJ [ a_ of the planetary
surface temperature and emissivity. For this analysis, the apparent tempera-
ture of the planet as seen from space and the ther:nal radiation t-esulting
therefrom is required. Changes in atmospheric conditions, toFo_raphy and
time of day can introduce variation in p]anetarv thermal radiation.
It is possible to compute the average planetary radiation by performing
a thermal balance on the planet -plus- atmosphere combination ba_ed on the
solar radiation absorbed bv the planet -plus- atmosphere system and the
assumption that no significant amounts of energy are stored or generated by
the planet.
The thermal balance can be written:
II-2 .',iSl_-6 5- 5
Total energy absorbed by
the planet and its atmosphere
(1 - a) G (_]_2) = (4 _2) F
s p
E =: (i - a) G _ E (7 T 4
P 4 s p p
Energy emitted from the
planet and atmosphere
from which the planetary emission (F)
P
(_ R 2) : Projected Area of Planet seen from Sun, R _:_Radius off Planet
(4_R 2) = Total surface area of Planet
The planetary input term in Equation II-I above is then written
(1 - a)
( Fe E A -: E Fe G A
p p p 4 s
and Equation II-i becomes
dT (I - a) '
m c v :: (_ F G A ,* E Fe G A _ _ Fr a <; A -_G]'_,,\
P dt s s p 4 s s s
(Equation II-2)
This expression is solved numerically in a _lg_._ computer program
technique presented in Reference 3_. I'his computer prot<ram is set up to
analyze Earth orbiting spacecraft. For application to this analysis, seveFal
modifications to the program were made by N.S.L. which enable it to handle
other planets.
Computation is begun by providing approximate values of the sate]]ite
temperature at the perigee point in orbit. The program will then compute
temperatures at successive intervals around the orbit until it has returned
to perigee. Chances are that the approximate value and the newly, computed
temperature at perigee do not agree. The program then repeats the computa-
tion, utilizing the newly calculated temperature at the initial value. This
iteration process continues until initial and final temperatures converge to
within an acceptable tolerance.
Although the foregoing discussion was confined to temperature deter-
mination, the amount of radiant energy incident to the satellite from the
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space environment is also calculated by the progmam. This info_nation
may be utilized, if desired, as input data in a general heat transfer
program such as the SHAREThermal Network Analyzer Progran_(MI,FTHAN)if
it is required to obtain a detailed thermal analysis of the surface and
interior temperatures of a vehicle.
ASSUMPTIONS_AJ)EIN THE THERMAL ANALYSIS
i. It is assumed that the two satellites considered hav_ :_ high
thermal conductivity and that the entire satellite is at an unilorm
temperature. This assumption greatly simplifies the analysis and although
it is not entirely realistic, it is acceptable for the scope of this work.
2. A rigorous specification of the position at which the satellite
enters and exists the planets true shadow leads to extremely complicated
expressions. The fol'owing simplifications of shado_7 g_o,_et_v which pro-
vide acceptable accuracy are made:
a. The planets were assumed to be perfectly spherical.
b. The planet Vs shadow was assumed cylindrical and umbral
(sun at infinity_.
c. Penumbral effects were ignored.
From the thermal analysis standpoint the error introduced by the
assumption of a cylindrical umbral shadow is essentially zero.
3. It is assumed that all thermal radiation considered in the analysis,
except direct solar radiation, is in diffuse form. In fact, most thermal
radiation is in diffuse form. Neglect of the small specular fractions will
not introduce significant errors to this study, and greatly _implifies the
analysis.
4. It is assumed that direct solar radiation i_pinges upon the planet
and upon the satellite with parallel rays, due to the great distance between
the sun and its planets. The error introduced into the analysis by this
assumption is practically zero.
5. In all cases, it is assumed that the planet emits as a black body
at an equivalent black body temperature calculated from a thenT_allv steady
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state condition (i.e., the planetary-emitted energy is equal to the absorbed
solar energy). It is also assignedthat the planetary emission is a constant
at any point on the surface and does not vary from day to niwht. These are
necessary assumptions because little is knownof the actual spectral and
local variations in the planetary emitted radiation. Convec[ion in planetary
atmospheres and planet rotation tend to equalize the eflective planetary
temperatures.
6. In all cases, the planetary albedo is assumedto be constant over
the surface of the planet, and the planet is assumedto be a diffuse re-
flector. This is done because of the complications of analyzing a non-
diffuse reflector and because it is not possible to accurately define local
variations from present knowledgeof Mars and Venus.
7. Conduction and convection between the satellite and its surroundings
are neglected. This is reasonable because orbital heights are usually too
far above the atmosphere for these thermal effects to appear.
8. It is assumedthat the absorptivity of the v<hicle surface to
planetary thermal emission is equal to the emissivity of the vehicle sur-
face. Since the effective temperature of the planet _:_d the t_peratu1:cs
of most vehicle surfaces are nearly the same, this assumption is va_id
according to KirchhoffVs law.
9. Any scattering effects of direct solar radiation upon the satellite
due to the planet's atmosphereare ignored. It is felt that this will
introduce a negligible error into the analysis.
lO. The thermal radiation shape factor from the spherical satellite
to the planet was calculated with the assumption that the satellite is a
point source in space. The assumption is valid if the satellite is
uniform in temperature; as it would be if it were spinning or if it had
very high thermal conductivity as assumedin this study.
COMPUTERP OG[iM! MODIFICATIONS
In order to hand]e spacecraft orbiting Mars and Venus, modifications
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to the original earth orbiting spacecraft program were necessary. The
planetary diameters and gravitational parameters (GH) of the planets were
made input variables in the computer program. These changeswere required
for calculation of orbital parameters lot Mars and Venus which had to be
substituted for the Earth constants used in the original program.
It was further necessary to makea change in the program to improve
the method of calculating the reflected solar shape factor. The method
of calculating this reflected solar shape lactor in the existing program
used the following simplifying expression:
Fr -- Fe Cos Qs
s p
whet e :
Fr
S
P
S
Reflected solar shape factor
Planetary emission shape factor
Angle between the planet-Sun line and a line
drawn from the planet center to the satellite.
I
The angle Q was permitted to vary from zero to - 90 degrees. If the angle
s
is outside this range the reflected solar shape factor _as set equal to zero.
This simplifying expression is a reasonably good approxi_<_ation only for
S
angles up to approximately 5(} degrees. For angles greater than 60 degrees
the expression deviates significantly from the correct values. When the
vehicle is above the terminator (_ _ 90 <'& cos _ _: O, hence Fr zero), the
S S S
satellite, at the altitudes of interest, will still view a planet cap, half
of which is sunlit and the approximation is obviously far from the correct
value.
The existing method of reflected solar shape factor calculation was
therefore replaced by the data appearing in Table 6 of Appendix B of
Reference 7. Table 6 presents solar reflected shape factor as a function
of altitude and the angle formed by the Sun, planet and spacecraft for an
Earth orbiting spacecraft. An altitude correction factor defined for
several planets in Table I of Appendix B in Reference 7, was used in the
modified program. An additional correction was n_cessary because the
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reflected solar shape factors of Reference 7 were based on the projected
area of the sphere ( _Tr 2) and the computer program utilizes a shape factor
9
based on the total surface area of the sphere (4 7r r-). The altitudes were
also converted into statute miles and programmedinto a computer routine
that interpolates between the tabulated values to handle any given variation
of altitude or Sun, planet, spacecraft angle.
For the space vehicle shaped like a flat plate, a similar technique
was prograrmnedfor the reflected solar shape factor using Table 66 of
Reference 7 which is for a flat plate oriented such that ti_e flat side is
facing directly at the planet.
One other computer program modification was necessary since the existing
program did not have a subroutine to handle the _lat plate shaped space
vehicle radiating from both sides. It was necessary to modify an existing
subroutine in order to handle tile flat plate configuration of spacecraft.
VARIABLES CONSIDERED IN THE A_ALYSIS
In analyzing the temperature history of a spacecraft in orbit_ there
are three (']_s_ of _,a _''
........ _es which must be considered. These are:
(1) planetary variables, (2) orbital variables, and (3) spacecraft variables.
For purposes of this study the variables were considered as follows:
Planetary Variables
The planetary variable considered in this analysis is the range of
albedo values as determined by the literature survey portion of this report
and as previously discussed. Table II-l summarizes the range of values that
have been used in this analytic task for both Mars and Venus.
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TABLE I I- 1
PLANETARY DATA USED IN TIlE THERNAL ANALYSIS
Nean Diameter (From Data Survey)
Albedo (From Data Survey)
Mean Solar Constant
Calculated from Distance
between Sun and Planet
,_lean Distance From Sun
(From Data Survey)
(Astronomical Units)
L_
Gravitational Parameter
GM
Orbital Eccentricity of Planet
(e _ O.0 is a circular orbit)
6,792 Km
4,220 Stat. Miles
.148 - .295
2
55.9 Watts/Ft
190.8 BTU/(Hr-Ft 2)
1. 524 A.U.
?
42,906 Km3/Sec -
e : 0.09337
VENUS
] 2,240 Km
7,6(16 Stat. Miles
.59 - .77
247.9 Watts/Ft
84_.7 BTU/(Hr-Ft _)
O. 723 A.U.
324,23(I 'Km3/Sec 2
e :3./];) 6 7 9 1
Table II-i also presents information on other factors which influence
the heat balance D namely the value of the solar constant and planetary albedo.
The value of the solar constant and distance from the Sun are average values
for the planetary orbit. Since the orbits are elliptical, these values vary
during a revolution of the planet around the Sun. For Mars, the orbit
eccentricity is greater than for Venus_ but still not as large as that of
Earth (e = 0.1573). The assumption of a constant value for the solar
constant is permissible for purpose of this study which <oncerns itself
primarily with the significance of the a[bedo of these p]anets.
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Orbital Variables
This study is concerned with circular polar orbits around Mars and Venus.
More specifically, two types of polar orbits have been considered; the first
is a polar orbit perpendicular to the SunWs rays (no shadow time), and the
second is a polar orbit parallel to the solar rays (maximum shadow time).
Four orbital altitudes were analyzed in each of the two types of orbits for
both Mars and Venus. The four orbital altitudes are: lO00, 1500, 2000, and
2500 Kilometer orbits around the planets.
Spacecraft Variables
The spacecraft variables considered in the analysis are concerned with
the thermo-optical properties_ the configuration, and the orientation of the
spacecraft. The thermo-optical properties selected for the analysis span
the range of typical coatings used for spacecraft. A large range of pro-
perties was used to permit interpolation and extrapolation of the temperature
data developed for these coatings in order to predict temperatures for any
thermal control coating properties (See Table 11-2).
The thermal mass (mc) of the satellite affects the t_Inperature varia-
P
tion and average temperature of an orbiting spacecraft. Figure II-l*
indicates the typical effect of varying the mass, for an Earth orbiting
spacecraft. A thermal mass typical of existing or planned spacecraft,
scaled down to the size and shape of spacecraft studied in this analysis
wag determined for the analysis. Table II-3 is a su_n_ary of approximate
weight and external surface area of ten spacecraft.
*Referenced Figures are grouped as the final entry in this section.
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TABLE II-2
TYPICAL VALUES OF SURFACE COATING PROPERTIES ANalYZED
IDENTIFICATION
_3>_ER
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
q
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
EMISSIVITY
.I0
.I0
.i0
.lO
.30
.30
.30
.30
•60
.60
•60
•60
.90
.90
.90
.90
SOLAR ABSORBTIVITY
.05
•20
•5O
•90
.i0
•30
.00
•9O
.i0
•30
• DIJ
.9(!
.i0
.30
•60
.9(i
O. 5
2.0
5.O
9.0
0.3 3
I. 0 0
2.0_;
3. (J0
O. 166
f!.50
i.00
i. 500
0.ii
0.33
0.60
1.0
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TABLE II-3
WEIGttT AND GEOMETRIC DIMENSIONS OF rlh'PICAL SPACEC}h\FT
SPACEC_\FT
Explorer 16
Explorer 17
Injun
Syncom I
Telstar 2
OAO
OGO
Nimbus
Advanced Syncom
Pioneer
WE I GH T
(LBS)
225
m) 5
114
86
175
36O0
1OOO
750
700
130
APPROXI ½\TE DIMENSIONS
(FT)
Cylinder 2 Dia X 6.25
Sphere 2.92 Dia.
Sphere 2 Dia.
Cylinder 2-I/3 dia X 1.29
Sphere 2.875 I)ia.
7 Octagon X i0 Long
2.7 Square× 5.6 Long
Cylinder 5 Dia. X 3
Cylinder 4.& Dia. X 4.16
Cylinder 3 Dia. X 3
=
APP RO XI MAT E
EXTERNAL SURFACE
AREA
(ET-)
45.6
20.8
12.6
18.0
26.0
313.0
75.1
86.4
98.9
42.;
W]';I CH'[/UNI f
SURFACE AREA
,]
(LB/FT")
4.9
15.1
9.0
4.8
6.7
11.5
13.3
8.7
7.1
]. 1
AVEt_\(;E 8.4
The average weight per unit surface area is 8.4 ]bs/fc 2. An average
BTU
specific heat for the spacecraft of 0.18 Lb OF was used assuming a com-
bination of aluminum,plastics and insulating materials. An average thermal
mass per unit area of spacecraft of 1.5 BTU/(_F-f[ 2) results from these
assumptions.
For the one foot diameter sphere, the mass used in the analysis is equal
to the surface area of the one foot diameter sphere multiplied by the average
ft 2 _weight per unit surface area (3.1416 x 8.4 ibs/ft" :: 26.39 Ibs).
For the one foot square flat plate, the plate was assumed to have negli-
t 2gib]e thickness and a surface area of 2.0 f x 8.4 ibs/ft-- 16.8 ibs
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total weight.
The flat plate can be oriented in an infinite number of possible
directions in a particular orbit. In this analysis, one ilat side of the
plate is constantly oriented directly at the planet.
THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
The modified computer program was used, in conjunction with the pre-
viously described assumptions for analytical variables, to define the thermal
effects of planetary albedo and radiation on the temperature of the two con-
figurations of planet-oriented spacecraft (sphere and flat plate) orbiting
Mars or Venus. In order to identify the significance of the albedo and
planetary radiation on the spacecraft it was practical to first determine the
temperature of these spacecraft, assuming that the planetary rad_nsity (i.c.,
planetary albedo plus radiation) were zero. For this purpose, it is assumed
that the spacecraft are orbiting a fictitious planet with the same physical
dimensions and gravitational effects as Mars or Venus, but with zero planetary
albedo and at an effective radiating temperature equal to that of deep space.
The spacecraft temperature data obtained from orbiting these zero radiositv
planets then establishes a datum from which the steady state temperatures,
including effects of planetary radiosity, can be evaluated.
Spherical Satellites
In analyzing the one foot diameter spherically shaped spacecraft in
circular orbit around Mars or Venus, the polar orbit perpendicular to the
solar rays (no shadow) results in the maximum temperature the satellite will
experience. The circular orbit parallel to the solar rays (maximum shadow)
results in the minimum temperatures. A method of estimating the temperatures
for circular polar orbits between these two extreme conditions is presented
in a later part of this section.
Typical temperature information obtained from the computer program is
presented in Figure II-2 for the spherical spacecraft orbiting Mars with
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the noted set of thermophysical properties. This figure presents the
spacecraft temperature history in two [000 Kilometer circular orbits. It
also presents temperature information assuming the planetary radiosity is
zero, and with Martian planetary albedos of 0.15 and @.2_)5.
It should be noted that for the particular therrao-optical properties
selected for Figure II-2 (_/_ =_5.0), the higher albedo value results in
a higher satellite temperature. Since the effective planetary emission de-
creases with an increasing value of albedo (a), i.e.
Planetary Emission E -_ (l-a) G
P 4 s
satellites with thermal control coatings that are more sensitive to the
planetary radiation than they are to solar and reflected (albedo) radiati_n,
(i.e. low _,'E coatings) will showan increase in temperature with decreasing
albedo. This is shownin Figure II-3 for the spherical satellite orbiting
Venus. In this case, the thermal control coating properties are more sensi-
tive to the planetary radiation, than to the solar or reflected solar energy,
(_/E :-0.5) and the smaller albedo value results in a higher sate]fire
temperature. For both Figure II-2 and II-3, there is a significant increase
in t_:_perature of the spherical spacecraft, in eiti_er polar orbit, abo_e the
fictitious spacecraft temperature assumingno planetary albedo and radiation.
In order to span a range of thermo-optical properties encountered in
spacecraft temperature control, orbiting satellite temperature data are
presented in parametric form such as to permit interpolation and extrapo]a-
tion of temperature data for any thermal control coating. For the circular
polar orbits parallel to the solar rays (i.e., orbits that have a shadow
period), an average or meantemperature for the total orbit period is plotted
versus the solar absorptivity to emissivity (_/_) ratio. An insert graph on
these plots shows the maximumtemperature variation from the meantemperature
during one orbit as function of the _/_ ratio.
Since the temperature of a satellite in a shadoworbit around a planet
is a function of both the solar absorptivity to emissi\,itv ratio (_/E) and
of the emissivity, it is necessary to present the satellite temperature in
orbit as a function of both of these variables. Computer runs were made
for all the conditions analyzed for orbit altitudes of 2500, 2000, 1500,
and I000 Kin. In plotting of the data, altitudes between 2500 Kmand i000 K_r
have sometimes been omitted for the sake of easier readability of curves.
Figures II-4 and II-5 present the average temperature Gf a satellite
orbiting Mars, as a function of ( _ /E) ratio and altitude for an emissivity
of 0.I0. Figure II-4 shows the fictitious temperatures assuming zero radiosity
(assuming no planetary radiation or albedo) for ,_lars orbits. Figure II-5
indicates the satellite temperatures for the same orbits with an albedo of
0.148.
............... _c ...... variations ( A T) presented in the insert figure is
added or subtracted fror" the mean orbitiflg temperature, for a given _ /_
ratio, the maximum (or minimum) temperatures experienced by the satellite in
orbit is obtained. Figure II-6 has been included to indicate how information
presented on Figures such as II-4 and II-5 can be used to predict the increase
in tcmpe,zature of the spherical spacecraft due to planeta,.-v radiation ;_n_l
albedo effects. Figure 11-7 shows the same data as Figure II-5, for an
albedo of 0.295.
Figures II-8, 11-9 and II-lO are similar to Figures 11-4, 11-5 and II-7
for a ther_nal emissivity of 0.3.
Figures II-Ii, II-12 and 71-13 are for a thermal emissivity of 0.6, and
Figures II-14, 11-15 and 11-16 are for a thermal emissiv{ty of (_.9.
Figure II-17 shows the average level of radiation incident to each square
foot of surface area on the spherical satellite orbiting Mars with an assumed
albedo of O.148. The total radiation incident on the satellite may thus be
obtained by multiplying the average incident radiation by the total surface
area of the spherical satellite. Figure II-18 is similar to Figure 11-17,
for an albedo _alue of 0.295. This decreases the level of the planetary
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radiation while increasing the level of solar reflected or albedo radiation
incident on the satellite. The identical method of data presentation
_temperature and incident radiation) as used for Mars, is repeated for the
spherical satellite orbiting Venus in Figures 11-19 through II-32. The
albedo values used for the planet Venuswere 0.59 and (1.77.
In order to estimate the change in temperature of the spherical satellite
for polar orbits between the orbit parallel and that perpendicular to the
solar rays, Figure II-33 was prepared. This curve presents a correction
factor as a function of the polar orbit angle (B) from the parallel orbit
position, toward the orbit perpendicular to solar rays. The correction
factor can be used to predict the temperature of the spherical satel]it_ _ in
a circular polar orbit other than the two considered in the _t,._!v thus f_r,
as shownin the figure.
Flat Plate Satellites
The analytical results for the flat plate configuration are presented
in Figures II-34 to II-65. This manner of presentation is the same as used
_or the spherical sat_iiite. -\ significant difference in th_ ,Jne squai_ • _oo_
flat plate configuration results from the fact that the flat plate is assumed
to have negligible thickness and is oriented such tilat the _iat side is always
parallel to the planet surface. This means that when the flat plate is in
the polar orbit perpendicular to the solar rays, the flat plate receives no
direct solar radiation. For this reason, the orbit perpendicular to the
solar rays in this case does not represent the maximum temperature but rather
the minimum temperature orbit. On the other hand, because of the orientation
in orbit, the polar orbit parallel to the solar rays represents the one with
the maximum solar insolation and thus the maximum temperature orbit.
The zero planetary radiosity curves used to compare the effects of
planetary radiation and albedo on the flat plate, do not contain the orbit
perpendicular to the solar rays curves because the temperature of the flat
plate with zero incident energy from the sun (viewing the plate on edge)
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is absolute zero. With a finite albedo value for the planet there is energy
input to the plate from both planetary albedo and planetary radiation, for
the flat plate in an orbit perpendicular to the solar rays.
The first see of temperature curves for the flat plate orbiting Mars
with a thermal emissivity of 0.i are shownin Figures TI-34, 7[-35, and II-3_.
Figure II-34 is the zero radiosity planet figure, while Figures II-35 and [l-J_
are for albedo values of 0.148 and 0.295, respectively.
The additional sets of temperature curves for the flat plate spacecraft
orbiting Mars appear in Figures II-37 through II-45 for emissivity values of
0.3, 0.6 and 0.9.
Figure II-46 depicts the radiation incident to the one square foot flat
plate facing the planet Mars for an albedo of (!.148. This _;ide of the piat_
sees the planetary albedo, planetary thermal radiation and direct solar
radiation. Figure II-47 indicates the level of solar energy incident to
the side of the flat plate facing away from the planet. Figure II-48
indicates the level of solar, planetary albedo and planetary radiation inci-
dent on the flat plate facing Mars, assuming an albedo _alu_ of 0.295 for Mars.
The four sets of mean temperature data for the liar plate orbiting
Venus are presented in Figures II-49 through II-o0 _or the thermal emissi\itv
values considered.
Figure II-61 indicates the intensity of the radiation incident to the
Venus-facing-side of the flat plate assuming an albedo of 0.59. Figure II-62
indicates the intensity of incident radiation from the Sun onto the opposite
side of the flat plate. Figure II-63 indicates the level of intensity of
radiation incident on the planet-facing-side assuming the albedo value for
the planet Venus is as high as 0.77.
Figure II-64 can be used to establish the flat plate temperatures for
circular polar orbits other than those perpendicular or parallel to the
solar rays.
The total orbital time and shadow time data resulting from the computer
II-16 NSL-65-5
runs is presented in Table II-4.
TABI_ II-4
ORBITAL TIME AND MAXI_E_M SHADOW TIME
Circular Orbit
Altitude (Km)
i000
1500
2000
iO00
1500
2OO0
2300
Orbital Period
(Minutes)
MAR 5
147.4
173.2
200.4
_O
VENUS
110.5
122.3
134.6
]47.2
Maximum Shadow Circular Orbit
Shadow Time
(Minutes)
41.4
42.3
43.4
44.7
36.3
36.2
36.6
37 ."_
Percent of Time
in Shadow
28.0
24.4
21.7
19.5
32.9
29.7
27.2
25. ]
It is interesting to note that there is a signi[icant decrease in the
percent of orbit time spent in the shadow as the orbit altitude increases,
whereas, the time spent in the shadow remains relatively constant.
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FIGURE II-4 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN _RS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO EFFECTS, FOR A
SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.1.
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FIGURE II-5 b_AN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN _iARS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION AND AN ALBEDO
OF 0.148s FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.i.
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FIGURE II-6 MEAN TEMPERATURE INCREASE OF SPHERICAL SPACECRAFT DUE TO
PLANETARY ALBEDO AND RADIATION EFFECTS.
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FIGURE II-7 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN MARS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION AND AN ALBEDO
OF .295_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.i.
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FIGURE 11-8 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN MARS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO EFFECTS_ FOR A
SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.3.
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FIGURE 11-9 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN MARS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION AND AN ALBEDO
OF 0.148) FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.3.
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FIGURE II-I0 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN f_RS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION AND _N ALBEDO
OF O.295_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.3.
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FIGURE II-Ii MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN _RS CIRCULAR
POlaR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO EFFECTS_ FOR A
SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.6,
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FIGURE II-12 HEA,N TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN MARS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION AND A_I ALBEDO
OF 0.148, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSI_ITY OF 0.6,
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FIGURE II-13 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN MARS CIRCLILAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION AND AN ALBEDO
OF 0.295_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.6.
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FIGURE II-14 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN MARS
POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO EFFECTS,
SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.9.
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FIGURE II-15 MEAN TEbIPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN _\RS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION GND &N ALBEDO
OF (1.148, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.9.
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FIGURE II-16 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPIIERICAL SATELLITE IN MARS CIRCULAR
POI_R ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION _ND AN _BEDO
of O.295_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSI\_TY OF 0.9.
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FIGURE II-19 F_AN TE.,"iPEItATURE OF A SPHERIC.4], SATELLITE IN VE?,q.'S CIRCLU,Ab_
POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTIN(, PLANETARY RADIATION ANI) ,tLBEI)O LIF'FIICI'S FOR A
SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0,1,
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FIGURE II-20 b_AN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN VENUS CIRCI!LAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDINO THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RAI)IATION AND AN ALBEDO
OF 0.59, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF (I.I.
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FIGUPd< II-21 _AN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAl, SATEI_LITE IN VENI;S CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION AND AN ALBEDO
OF 0.77_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVII'Y OF 0.1.
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FIGURE II-22 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN VENUS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AaND ALBEDO EFFECIS FOR A
SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.3.
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FIGURE II-23 MFJAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPttERICAL SATEI,LITE IN VENUS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RAD£ATION AND AN ALBED()
OF 0.59_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.3.
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FIGURE 11-25 ,MEAN TEHPEIL_\TURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN VENUS CIRCULAR
'D NPOLAR ORBITS NFCLECTING PLANETARY RA_IATIO AND ALBEDO EFFECTS FOR A
SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.6.
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FIGURE 11-26 HEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN VENUS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION AND AN ALBEDO
OF 0.59_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.6.
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FIGURE II-27 bIEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPIIERICAL SATELLITE IN VENUS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION AND AN ALBEDO
OF O.77_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.6.
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FIGURE II-28 _[EAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN VENUS CIRCULAR
POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO EFFECTS FOR A
SPACECILe_FT EblISSIVITY OF 0,9°
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FIGURE 11-29 blEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN VENUS CIRCULAR
PO_\R ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION AND AN ALBEDO
OF 0.59_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.9.
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FIGURE II-30 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A SPHERICAL SATELLITE IN VENUS CIRCLI,AR
POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION AND AN ALBEDO
OF O.77_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.9.
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FIGURE II-34 _'AN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN HARS _IK(ULAR POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO
EFFFCTS_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF ().I.
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FIGURE II-35 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN MARS CIRCI_AR POLAR om_Irs INCLL!DING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.148 s FOR A SPACECRAFT E_fISSIVITY OF 0.I_
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S rIGLRE II-36 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FI,AT PLATE SATELLITE
IN HAMS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCIUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RAI)IATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.295_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF (}.I.
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FIGURE II-37 ME&N TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN MARS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLAaNETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO
EFFECTS, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.3.
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FIGURE II-38 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY 0RIENTEI) FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN MARS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PI.ANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEI)O OF 0.148, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.3.
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FIGURE II-39 MEAN TEMPEIL\TURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLIIE
IN MARS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING TIIE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.295, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.3.
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FIGURE II-40 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN MARS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO EFFECTS,
FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.6.
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FIGURE II-41 M}]AN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN MARS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY ItAI)IATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.148 s FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.6.
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FIGURE II-42 HEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN >tARS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.295, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.6.
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FIGURE 11-43 biEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN ,MARS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO
EFFECTS, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.9.
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FIGURE II-44 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN MARS CIRCUI,AR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.148, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.9.
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FIGURE II-45 MEAN TEbIPERATURE OF A PIANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN bLARS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING FIlE EFFEGTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.295, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.9.
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FIGURE II-49 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN VENL'S CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO
EFFECTS, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.I.
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FI(]URE II-50 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN VENUS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.59, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.i.
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FIGURE II-51 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN VENLS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.77_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.I.
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FIGURE 11-52 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN VENUS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION _ND ALBEDO
EFFECTS, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.3.
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FIGURE II-53 _AN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN VENUS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.59_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.3.
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FIGUP&] II-54 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN VENUS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF O.77_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0°3.
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FIGURE II-55 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN VENUS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO
EFFECTS, FOR A SPACECRAFT E_FISSIVITY OF 0.6.
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FIGURE II-56 }lEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SArELLITE
IN VENUS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
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FIGURE II-57 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN VENUS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.77, FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.0.
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FIGURE II-58 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN VENUS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS NEGLECTING PLANETARY RADIATION AND ALBEDO
EFFECIS, FOR A SPACECTiAFF E>!ISSIVITY OF 0.9.
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FIGURE 11-59 ,MEAN TEMPERATURE OF A PLANETARY ORIENTED FLAT PLATE SATELLITE
IN VENUS CIRCULAR POLAR ORBITS INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF PLANETARY RADIATION
AND AN ALBEDO OF 0.59_ FOR A SPACECRAFT EMISSIVITY OF 0.9.
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NSL 65-5
NORTHROP SPACE LABORATORIES
SECTION Ill
SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
The data survey and analytic study phases of this report have provided
representative values for albedo f actors, effective radiating temperatures, and
spectral energy distribution. With the effect of radiosity (combined albedo and
planetary emission) on the overall thermal balance demonstrated, this section
will consider the factors and characteristics which will enter into the specifi-
cation of a planetary radioslty simulation system, and will review and evaluate
the techniques and equipment for construction of a practical simulator.
The simulator should produce the equivalent thermal effects on the spacecraft
as the actual environment even if the actual conditions are not exactly dupli-
cated. Acceptability of deviations from perfect duplication or simulation of
the desired effects enters into the technical and economic evaluation, planning
and design of a system. Also, to be of value for testing purposes, a simulation
system should not introduce any unknown or indeterminate effects, and performance
characteristics should be controllable within desired ranges.
DESIRED SIMULATION CHARACTERISTICS
In eva]uating possible radiosity simulation techniques, the characteristics
of the actual environment which effects the thermal balance of a spacecraft in
planetary orbit will provide the starting point for planning an integrated
simulation system. The environmental characteristics include the solar energy
incident directly on the spacecraft, the space heat sink, the planetary albedo
and the planetary thermal emission energy. The effects of the thermal environ-
ment are also dependent on orbital characteristics, and spacecraft configuration.
Solar Energy
The solar energy requirements for a planetary simulator system will be
similar to those for a deep-space simulator, except that additional provisions
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must be made for on-off programmingof the solar beamto simulate the eclipsing
conditions.
S_pace}{eat Sink
The heat sink requirements for a planetary simulation system are similar
to those for a deep-space simulator where the test item is completely surround_,d
by highly absorptive cold surfaces. Therefore, in the design, both of solar
simulators and planetary radiosity simulator systems, care must be taken Lo
minimize non-absorbing areas and to preclude any direct reflection of energy
from chamber components to the specimen.
Planet Radio si t},
In planetary orbit a spacecraft will receive thermal energy input due to
the planet radiosi[y. The radiositv includes the albedo energy which is c_-
sentially the percentage of_ solar energy reflected by the planet and the
planetary thermal emission resulting from the effective temperature of the
planet. The planet as seen from an orbiting satellite can be assumed to act _s
a diffuse, (Lambert) reflecting or radiating surface, the total radiosity
energy intel'cepted by a spacecraft will diminish with increasing orbital
altitude due to the changing field angle of the planetary source as yielded from
the cr_ft. For a given altitude the planetary emission will provide a constant
,ind s_m_netrical energy distribution on the satellite, while the albedo energy
input will vary as the illuminated he_nisphere is viewed from various positions
in orbit. Even for low orbits, the radiation reaching the craft comes from a
large distance and produces uniform illumination on various elements of the
craft. This condition is difficult to produce in a simulator system due to the
limited distance to radiating sources in relation to the physical extent of the
test specimen.
The spectral energy distribution for the albedo and the planetary radiation
differ greatly because of the difference in source temperatures. The solar
spectrum is nominally equivalent to that of a 6000'_K black body. The planetary
albedo may be essentiallv of the same spectrum as that of the Sun though reduced
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in int_,nsity, or may show someselective reflection as in the case of the reddish
appear._nceof the planet Mars. The planetary radiation of Mars and Venus has a
spectrum which falls in the range of that from a black body at 210 to 2bOOK.
This places the spectrum of solar energy and of planetary albedo into the
visible region, and that of planetary emission broadly into the far infrared.
Since spacecraft surfaces such as black, white, or polished metal will reflect
or absorb these energies in a spectrally selective manner, spectrally correct
simulation of the two componentsof radiosity is desirable.
For planning of a planetary orbit thermal simulation system, values for
the planetary albedo and radiation energy are needed. Data for the planets
Mars and Venus are summarizedin Figures Ill-l* and 111-2. These data include,
spectral distribution and integrated energy levels for the solar energy,
maximumzero-altitude albedo energy, and constant zero-altitude planetary
radiation energy. These values serve as the basis for determining the energy
levels and distribution on a spacecraft for various altitudes, and orbital
positions and orientations.
]'he energy inputs to specific spacecraft structur_l shapes, or to elemental
spacecraft areas, can be determined by the application of "illumination factors'
(shape or geometry factors) to the zero-altitude radiosity levels, ghese
factors are based on strict geometric relations between diffusely reflecting
or radiating planetary surfaces and orbital altit_,de, positions, and orienta-
tions. Although generally expressed for varying altitudes above the Earth,
in Reference 7, tabulated values of illumination factors can be normalized to
apply to orbits around any planet. Application of these factors will define
the steady-state and the programmedvariation in radiosity energy distribution
which must be approached in a simulation system design.
Ex_mples of the illumination factors for elemental areas distributed
around a spacecraft and for various positions in an orbital plane which includes
the planet-Sun line, are sho_enin Figures III-4 and III-5, using the coordinate
notation outlined in Figure III-3. Figure III-4 showsthe general energy
* Referenced Figures are grouped as the final entry in this section.
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distributions for various normalized orbital altitudes which apply either for
albedo energy at the sub-solar orbital point only, or for emission energy at
any position over the uniformly radiating planet. The albedo energy diminishes
and becomesas)_etrical for alternate orbital positions as shownin Figure
111-5, which corresponds to a 1000Kmorbit over Mars. In comparison to these
curves which show that the radiosity energy will genera!ly be distributed more
than _ 90 degrees around the craft, the solar energy input will extend only
__90 degrees from the craft-Sun line following a direct cosine distribution.
As further examples of the distribution, variations, and interrelated
orientations of input energy components, Figure III-6 showspolar plots of the
summedenergies for various positions in a 1000 KmMars orbit. This also
illustrates the requirements that a radiosity simulator system provide control
or adjustment of the relative orientation of the radiosity sources with resp_,ct
to the solar simulation, and also be coordinated with solar eclipsing and
changing energy levels and distribution asymmetry for the albedo component.
An actual simulation system will also require means for adjusting or progra_wning
the orientation of the test specimen with respect to the solar and planetary
radiation sources to simulate planned randommovementor stabilized orbital
conditions. Thermal analysis verification requirements will determine the
need for simulation of only the limiting conditions of energy variation and
orientation or for more complex installations which would include gimballing of
craft or radiosity sources and programmingthrough simulated orbital cycles.
Summaryof Simulation Requirements
As has been sho_n, the thermal balance on a spacecraft in planetary orbit
involves more complex interrelations of energy levels, energy spectrum and
distribution effects, and positional and time variations, than the deep-space
situation. In summary, the design of a practical planetary simulator system
should consider the degree to which the following contributing factors and
variables must be simulated to produce realistic thermal effects in a test
insta Ilation:
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I. Solar energy input including planet eclipsing.
2. Total absorption of energy radiated from the spacecraft, without
reflection.
3. Different spectral distribution of albedo and planetary emission
energy.
4. Spatial uniformity of radiosity energy across the spacecraft.
5. Variations in intensity and angular distribution of albedo energy
with respect to orbital altitude and position.
6. Variations in intensity and angular distribution of planet emission
energy with respect to orbital altitude only.
7. Cyclic variations in directional relation between solar and radiosity
energy, and interrelation with spacecraft orientation.
An examination of the relative importance of the above characteristics for
specific planetary missions, indicates somesimplifications and simulation
compromiseswhich may be applied to the design of a practical planetary simula-
tion system. The m_gnitudes ol energy contributions across the boundary of a
one-foot diameter (0.785 square foot projected area) spherical test volume for
simulation of Mars and Venus orbits are shownin Figures III-7 and III-8.
Examination and comparison of these figures can lead to the following general
conclusions and considerations to be applied in the planning of practical
simulation systems:
i. For Mars orbits below approximately 3000 Kin, both albedo and planetary
emission are important energy contributions and will require reasonable
simulation.
2. For Venus orbits below approximately i0,000 Km, albedo is a major
energy contribution and will require detail simulation including
programmedvariations.
3. For any Venus orbit, planetary emission is a minor energy contribution
and can possibly be omitted from the simulation requirements.
4. Simulation requirements for Mars and Venus are sufficiently different
to require separate designs rather than the additional complexity of a
universal" simulator.
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5. Despite complexity in energy distribution and variation programming,
the energy levels required for radiosity simulation are within the
general capability of practical radiation sources.
llaving considered the actual environmental characteristics and parameters
which define the thermal balance on spacecraft in planetary orbits, and havinK
defined the general characteristics of actual simulation systems, the following
portions of this report section will further consider details of possible
radiosity simulation methods and relations to testing objectives.
CURRENr TECHNIQUES
:\ survey of current techniques applicable to simulation of planetary
albedo and radiation was performed. In addition to a review of Referenc_s
40 through 44, a letter questionnaire and telephone survey was performed,
details of which are given in Appendix A.
Simulation of the thermal effects of planets can be approached in two
ways:
i. Duplication of the thermal radiation fields :qhich would exist in the
vicinity of the satellite.
2. Providing heat no the satellite surfaces to provide the required
analytically-determined thermal inputs.
Fhe first approach, if executed to perfection, would require the exact
shape factors, intensities and spectral energy distribution. However, the
only way to exactly duplicate these factors would be to provide a simulator
the size of the planet being simulated. Therefore, attempts to reproduce the
radiant thermal environment in a practical sized space chamber require compro-
mises in simulation accuracy.
Most radiosity simulators used to date were developed for simulating the
heating effect on satellites near the Earth or the Moon. These have been
fair|y unsophisticated syst¢,ms which produce the approximate heat input,
without attempting to duplicate the energy input distribution and the spectral
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character. The methods used included heated radiating panels, infrared lamps,
reflect:ion of the simulated solar beamand contacting heaters.
Walt Camackof the Philco Corporation devised a more advanced system.
His approach establishes a simulated thermal radiation field as it would exist
in the vicinity of a spacecraft seeing' the planet albedo and radiation.
This is accomplished by an arrangement shownin Figure III-9. Within a re-
flective hemispherical cavity a diffuse radiation field simulating the spectral
energy distribution of the albedo is generated by intcrrefiections between
the diffusely reflective cavity walls. The cavity is covered by a radiation
director plate, i.e., a thick plate perforated by manyconical holes which
direct the light forward to the specimen. The holes shape the radiation into
numerousconical beamsof radiation, as shownin Figure III-9. Within the
test volume above this simulator a uniform illumination field will exist. As
a point moves across a test plane parallel to the perforated plate, the same
numberof holes illuminat_ it at all times. As a point movesaway from the
plate, the number of holes seen increases by the square of the distance from.
the plate, yet the illumination from each hole diminishes by the inverse
square of the distance, resulting again in constant illumination.
The energy sources in this system can be selected to yield a combination
of planet albedo and radiation. The diffusely white painted hemisphere reflects
short wave length albedo radiation an_Jcan perform an integration of several
spectra] varieties of sources becauseof multiple and diffusive inter-reflect-
ions. The temperature of the hemisphere can be controlled to produce the
desired level of long wave length planetary radiation.
The Conforma] LampBank or Wrap-AroundApproach of supplying the required
heat input to the surface of a craft is to shape the radiating sources to fit
the envelope of the spacecraft and then program the lamps on and off, or control
the power level, to achieve the desired heat input, possibly even including
the simulated solar thermal input.
A modification of this wrap-around approach is to install banks of lamps
on a moving frame to allow orientation of the albedo with respec_ to the sun
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which is simulated separately. In this approach, the lights are grouped to
simulate as nearly as possible the energy distribution on the specimenwhich
_vouldbe received from a planet. In addition to the rotation of the entire
ass<.mbly, the lights can be prograrmmedto simulate various orbital conditions
and altitudes.
(:OMPONENTS OR ELEMENTS OF A RADIOSI'_ SIML'LATOR SYSTEM
The following components are considered for application to the simulation
of planetary thermal environments:
Heated Shrouds
Heated surfaces can contribute radiant energy proportional to the area
of radiation surface and the temperature to the fourth power, and with a loca-
tion of the spectral energy peak dependent on temperature in accordance with
Wien's Displacement Law. To get energy with the p roper spectral distribution
and at the proper intensity level, a large surface area at an equivalent planet
temperature would be required. Intensification of low temperature radiation
energy without change of the spectrum can be accomplished only b_ making the
shape factor larger. It is not practical to collect and focus, or collimate
this energy. The difficulty arising in simulation because of this effect is
illustrated by Figure llI-10.
The shape factors at points i, 2 and 3 are quite different and as a result
the radiation intensity will also vary drastically for vertical planes through-
out the test volume. The intensity and direction of illumination on other
parallel planes, as illustrated by points 4 and 5, will also vary drastically.
If the specimen is of compact geometry filling most of the test volume, the
importance of this variation will be reduced by the averaging effects of thermal
diffusion within the specimen. But, if the specimen is a spider" type, many
surfaces may be illuminated improperly.
An approach which will enable better simulation of the desired intensity
distribution is to replace the solid shroud with strips or rings at a higher
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temperature. For example, increasing the absolute temperature by a factor of
three increases the radiation energy of a surface by a factor of 34 = 81, while
shifting the spectral energy distribution curve toward the shorter wave length
1 This increased energy capacity makes it possible to useby a factor of _ .
81 times less surface in the simulator to provide the required energy level.
This then allows the distribution of the radiating elements around the specimen
to provide more nearly uniform intensities to parallel surfaces and better
distribution of energy around the specimen. The use of smaller sources may
also allow the use of reflectors to beamthe radiation to achieve a better
simulation. Whether or not the shift of the spectral energy toward the short
wave length will change the thermal balance of a specimenwill depend on the
specimen being tested. If the reflectance and absorptance of surface finishes
are not greatly different for the shifted spectrum, the thermal balance will
noc be significantly changed.
Bare Filaments J
Ba_e filaments can be used in a vacuum to provide radiant energy of high
intensity which can be directed with reflecting surfaces. The spectrum of
energy would fall generally between that of reflected solar energy and the
planet radiated energy. Dependingagain on the characteristics of the specimen,
this spectrum may be suited for simulation of full radiosity energy, partial
simulation, or none. Fhe advantages of a bare filament as a source is its
simplicity and economyfor installation and maintenance. It occupies very
]ittle volume and it is easy to provide power and to control the power level.
Graphite Fabric
Newly marketed for heating purposes by National Carbon Company is
a graphite cloth which can bc used in vacuum at temperatures up to 3000_K.
This material can be used to provide very high radiant energy flu×.
Incandescent Lamps (Tungsten Filament)
A large variety of lamps can be used to provide radiant energy. The
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main advantage of mass produced lamps is their low cost, ease of installation
and replacement, and the low cost of power and controls. Lampswith built-in
reilectors focus the beaminto a cone with cross-sections similar to those
shownin Figure III-ii.
Photo-flood lamps operating up to color temperatures of 3400'_K(location
of spectral energy peak at approximately 0.85 micron) can provide near simula-
tion of albedo spectrum., but the rated life is low (4 to i0 hours).
Quartz-iodine lamps give very long life at their rated po_ver level with
a color temperature of 3000°K and, because of the iodine cycle which prevents
the tungsten from depositing out on the quartz enw_lope, the intensity remains
essentially constant throughout the lamp life. These lamps can, at the penalty
of shortened life, be overpowered to yield a higher temperature as shownin
Figure 111-12. By raising the powerby 70;0, for ex_anple, to increase the color
temperature from 3000_K to 3450_K(15%increase), the life can be expected to
be reduced from 2000 hours to 25 hours (a factor o_ 80).
Fluorescent and Vapor Lamps
Fluorescent lamps were considered for supplementing the visible light
spectrum of albedo because of their high efficiency in producing light in the
0.3 to 0.6 micron range, llowever, a 40 watt fluorescent lamp is quite large
and produces only about 8 watts in the desired range. As a result, more
lamps would be required to develop a practical energy level than can be
physically placed into the area around a specimen.
tlolor-corrected mercury lamps provide a visible light spectrum similar to
the fluorescent but in a smaller envelope. However, the high proportion of
infrared energy and the poor control characteristics make this type of source
also rather impractical. About 20 minutes are required to achieve full bri11-
lance on start-up of mercury lamps and where the lamp is turned off after a
period of operation, it needs to cool for several minutes before it can be
restarted. These lamps are also somewhat temperature sensitive both from
starting and operating standpoints, and because the envelope operates at a very
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high temperature it must be protected against temperature shock. It is
probable that they could be operated in a vacuum, although there would be
hazards from lamp failure and explosion.
Both Sylvania and General Electric have announcedthe development of ne_¢
and improved vapor discharge lamps having a 50%improvement in efficiency over
standard mercury lamps because of the use of additional metal vapors. These
lamps have a broad spectral energy spread in the visible range.
Gas-Arc Lamps
Both long-arc and short-arc gaseous discharge lamps with suitable filtering
can be used to produce high intensity energy with essentially a 6000_Ksource
spectral distribution. The short-arc sources provide a point source which can
be located at a reflector focus and provide a suitable beamfor specimen
illumination. However, it is questionable that they could be operated reliably
within a vacuumenvironment. The long-arc lamp operates with lower electrode
and envelope temperatures, and as indicated by the OzramCompanydata, and
l!eference 44, these lamps can probably be operated in vacuumat reduced power
levels.
Contact Heaters
Heaters built into the specimen cannot actually contribute to the simula-
tion of a radiosity environment and have not been considered in devising a
radiosity system. However, specimen temperature simulation is the final goal
of thermal environment simulation. In certain instances it might be simpler to
predict the amount of heat which would be absorbed by a surface and provide
this input by contact heaters within the specimen rather than from radiation
sources.
O_ptica I Elements
Reflecting surfaces to be used in radiosity simulators will generally
be highly polished metallic surfaces, possibly protected with thin transpar_nt
fi_ms. These reflecting surfaces, especially those with protective coatings,
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may have spectral]y selective reflectance, i.e., they may reflect somewave
lengths better than others. This may, in someeases, cause degradation of the
spectral energy distribution, or maybe used for controlled selective reflect-
ance to improve the desired spectrum.
Interference filters can be deposited on flat surfaces to give a reflect-
ivity of from 80 to 95%in the visible range while rejecting most of the energy
in the infrared region. The control of deposition on curved surfaces is
difficult and may result in a lower efficiency. The cutoff wavelength of
interference filters is controlled by the spacing of the surfaces and it
appears possible to approach the type of reflectance which might be required
to make color correction for the Mars albedo spectrum.
Another exampleof selective absorption of someof the infrared spectrum
from a 3400 K source to shift the apparent energy spectrum toward that of a
higher temperature source is the use of a white painted surface. Its tempera-
ture could also be controlled to provide low temperature radiation to simulate
planetary radiation.
Selective filtering in a vacuumenvironment should generally be accomp-
lished by spectrally selective reflector surfaces rather than selective trans-
mission. If the filtering is accomplished by window elements, absorbed energy
in a vacuumwill be dissipated by radiation. For example, the glass window in
Figure III-13, intended to filter out the infrared portion of the light beam,
must get hot enough to re-radiate all the energy absorbed. This may result
in a spectrum more or less acceptable than the original unfiltered beam.
Water filters can provide essentially the filtering desired and by the addition
of certain chemicals such as copper sulphate (as indicated on page 256 in the
Scienc:e of Color - Reference 45), further color correction can be achieved.
If water is used for filtering, circulation will provide a meansof temperature
control. Heating or draining the water to prevent freezing when the lamps are
turned off may be necessary in a chamberwith LN_ shrouds.
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SIMULATIONPHILOSOPHY
Objectives
The objective of simulating the thermal environment of a planet on an
orbiting spacecraft is to determine the specimen temperature response to the
expected mission environment and to confirm functional integrity of the space-
craft equipment during the test period. To accomplish this, it is necessary
to provide reasonably accurately the thermal input to the specimen without
altering its emitting properties. Solar simulation as a part of the tota]
thermal input to a spacecraft must be included in a thermal balance test
and the directional relationship between the solar and planetary inputs must
be defined and provided. The actual degree to which the thermal input factors
need to be reproduced depends on the specific test purposes and the specimen
characteristics. Further, the simulator has to be integrated with a suitably
sized vacuum chamber in a time period and at a cost which can be justified by
the t_st requirements.
lest Approaches
The need for performing tests to aid, supplement, and verify analytical
predictions of the thermal response of a spacecraft is due to the difficulty
in determining and describing the thermal response characteristics of the
specimen. In the test or physical experiment, the specimen may be the actual
spacecraft or a duplicate of it which copies the thermal response characteris-
tics. However, in testing it becomes very difficult to provide all the diverse
and varying thermal environments which can readily be described for thermal
analytical calculations. _hermal test in a vacuum may be required: (i) to
determine thermal responses of a specimen to a11ow improved calculations of
the thermal response during space missions, (2) to determine the thermal
response to specific environments, or (3) to perform qualification and equip-
ment functional checks during simulated mission environments.
One approach to accomplish these results is to simulate the extremes of
thermal environments. By inducing step inputs of environments, the specimen
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thermal responses can be determined and a period of stabilization will
determine either the time required to reach permissible temperature limits or
determine ._hat maximumtemperature extremes are achieved at steady state.
1{quipmentfunction checks can be made in conjunction with the thermal check.
A second approach is the simulation of periodic time averages of thermal
enviror_nents. This approach permits steady state testing without hazarding
out-of-tolerance temperatures to sensitive components. Fhis, again, can be
applied in step functions to determine the specimen responses.
A third approach to thermal testing is simulation of all the cyclic
variations of the thermal space environment. This would give the best check
of proper equipment functioning. The main problem in attempting to simulate
the total cyclic space thermal environment is the extreme difficulty encountered
in attempting to adequately simulate all aspects and time dependent changes of
the space environment.
Fo evaluate the value of a simulation technique it is necessary to consider
the results desired from tests, all the environment variations to be simulated,
and the test chamberand specimen factors.
S__acecraft Factors
Many of the characteristics of the spacecraft can be factors in determining
the requirements for simulation. Inversely, test limitations may restrict the
design selections. The size, weight, thermal conductivity, and specific heat
of a spacecraft will affect its sensitivity to rapid transients of inputs and
will also determine the need for uniformity of illumination. A large craft
with heavy structure having a high thermal diffusivity and a high specific heat
will not respond readilv to short period transients of heat input. Even if the
heat is not distributed uniformly or correctly, the high diffusivity and thermal
inertia of the craft will tend to average out the discrepancies. A light
weight craft on the other hand will quickly respond to variations of heat input.
Fhe shape o_ configuration of a spacecraft is a factor in determining the
requirement for accurate reproduction of the energy distribution around and
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through the test volume. A specimenwith many separated and loosely connected
experiments will require that the thermal inputs have nearly correct view
angles and intensities for all exposed surfaces. A flat-sided specimenwith no
voids or cavities could tolerate a thermal input of any view angle, as long
as the flux was uniform across the flat surface. With a "solid" specimen, the
requirement for a flux uniformity with depth is also reduced.
The thermo-optical surface properties of the spacecraft determine the
need for matching the simulated radiosity spectral energy distribution to that
of the actual space environment. Surface properties can also affect the thermal
balance for varying angles of incidence of the radiosity.
The placement of components within a spacecraft, the temperature limits
of the components, and the methods of controlling temperatures will also affect
the simulation accuracy requirements. The required duration of test runs
determines the life rating required for radiation sources.
Error Analysis
The thermal environment of space or the radiosity field can be described
in vector terms of direction or field of view, intensity, and spectral energy
distribution. The energy intercepted by a spacecraft, however, is usually
measured in terms of flux incident to various surfaces. Errors in spacecraft
temperature response during tests will occur because of deviations in simulation.
The following potential deviations from desired energy input and the
associated spacecraft factors will determine the error factors and consequently
the importance of accurate simulation.
I. Total intensity or energy level deviation from required level.
2. Non-uniformity of intensity across a plane.
3. Non-uniformity of intensity with depth of field.
4. Deviation from proper intensity at various angles.
5. Deviation from desired spectral match.
6. Fluctuation of energy intensity and spectral match with time.
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A deviation of the basic energy level will affect the specimen temperature
by a factor of one-fourth that of the energy error as shownby the equation
dT _ _dE,T E derived by differentiating the radiation relationship E _=AG_T4.
The actual temperature errors resulting from improper energy distribution and
spectral mismatch will not be as high as indicated by this equation because of
the averaging and integrating effect of the spacecraft as discussed above.
Other factors which need to be considered with the simulation of planetary
radiosity are the solar thermal input, the simulated space cold sink, the
vacuumfacility and the specimen support structure and instrumentation. Since
the distribution of radiant energy around the specimen is very dependent on
the direction of the thermal inputs, errors can result from improper positioning
of the radiosity sources relative to the simulated solar radiation.
Trade-Offs in Simulation
The importance for providing the various features of radiosity simulation
should be determined from the specimen properties and the test results required,
and then established to the best degree allowed by the limitations imposed by
time, cost, and compatibility between simulation features.
Fable IIl-I lists desirable features, with some approaches for achievement,
and illustrates that designs which optimize one requirement may sacrifice others.
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TABLEIII-i Desired Radiosity Simulation Features
DESIRABLERADIOSITYSIMULATIONFEATURES
Wide range of intensity with control or
modulation and rapid on-off control;
absence of uncontrolled variations or
fluctuations.
Uniformity of intensity in all
parallel planes.
Proper distribution of energy for
various angles (shape factor or view
angle).
Changeof view angle or energy
distribution.
Motion of the radiosity simulator
relative to the specimenand the
solar simulation.
Radiosity spectral match and changing
spectrum for various phases.
Avoid shielding the specimen from the
Sunor space heat sink simulators.
Compatibility with a vacuumfacility
long life and reliability.
POTENTIALTECHNIQUESFORACHIEVEMENT
Use sources with a wide range of power
control which can be turned on and off
quickly in the extreme temperature and
vacuumenvironments to be encountered.
Many small sources located a long
distance from the specimen.
Set power levels and control the beam
width of sources or the source distri-
bution.
Changepower levels and source beam
widths or the source locations.
Program the sources around the chamber
or rotate the array (make the array
light-weight and simple). Specimen
gimballirgmay also be required to
achieve full relative positioning.
Use sources with appropriate color
temperature. Use filtering. (Heat
removal will be required.) Study
specimen properties to establish the
degree of match required.
Small sources and arrays with
restricted or no motion.
Locate radiosity sources close to
specimen. Use rugged long life
sources and e]ements.
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Presently Used and Proposed Systems
The systems presently used in planetary and lunar simulation have been
designed to partially simulate the thermal environments of the planet Earth or
of the Moon. Their limitations are recognized and the measured response is
effectively corrected by analytical methods.
Some of the proposed systems are more sophisticated but still quite
restricted in their ability tofully simulate varying altitudes or provide
correct spectral simulation of planet albedo and radiation. These systems
will be more effective in partially simulating the required environment. The
thermal balance achieved by the specimens using these more advanced simulators
will be much nearer that encountered in space, than it would be without in-
clusion of the planetary radiosity simulation, and with analytic corrections
close predictions will be possible for the actual temperatures encountered in
a space mission.
SUG(,;ESTED SIMUL,VFION APPROACHES
Tailored Design
Because of the many ramifications to be considered in simulation of
planetary radiosicy and because improving one feature may tend to degrade
others, the simulator system design should be tailored to accommodate specific
specimen types and specific mission environments. By anticipating the probable
specimens and prediction of their propertie_ the thermal environment features
which will most affect the thermal balance can be predicted and a practical
simulator designed.
Thermal Energy Sources
To achieve distribution of thermal energy to a specimen and simulate
reasonably the uniformity and view angle requirements, it is desirable to
spread many small sources over a wide area. The energy flux to the specimen
may be controlled by varying the number of sources on full power, rather than
varying power input rate from all sources. This requires that the smallest
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number of sources on full power provide adequate distribution and uniformity.
This technique allows better control of spectral energy simulation. Howeverl
if distribution and uniformity is disturbed by this technique it will be
necessary to control the source power input or otherwise restrict the radiation
flux.
Optics Distribution and Motion
The optics to be used with planetary radiosity simulators should, if
possible, be restricted to reflector elements. These should have high reflection
efficiency in order to get the maximum source energy directed toward the specimen
and reduce heating of the reflector. Reflectors must be temperature controlled
to avoid radiation at undesired wavelengths. Figure III-14 shows some approaches
to achieving distribution of energy to a spacecraft. Figure III-14 (a) shows
several collimated sources directing energy toward the specimen from different
angles, it can be seen that this design achieves uniformitv of i11umination on
parallel planes throughout the test volume. As was shown by Fitz and Mayer
(Ref. 41), the distribution of energy around a specimen from five collimated
banks closely simulates the distribution desired. If a sufficient number of
arrays could be provided at the proper intensities and spectrum, a radiosity
field very similar to that encountered by the craft in orbit would be produced.
However, the optics for this type of a system would be very complex and costly
and the arrays probably would be less movable than the solar simulator. Further,
it is not possible to collimate the low temperature planetary radiation.
Figure III-14 (b) shows projection systems wrapped around a test volume.
The intensity of i11umination can be seen to vary with depth because surfaces
further from the projection source receive energy reduced proportionally to the
square of the distance from the source. The distribution of energy across a
plane in the test volume which is essentially parallel to the array will dep_,nd
principally on the energy spread in the source beams. If the beam is more
intense toward the center, the center of the test volume will receive more
energy than the sides.
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As the numberof full projection lamps is increased, as shownby Figure
III-14 (c), the distribution of energy around the surface of a spherical test
specimen or volume can be madevery nearly that which would be encountered in
space. The uniformity '_ith depth, however, will still vary. And, in order to
achieve the distribution around the far side of a test volume someback lighting
of surfaces on the near side will occur.
the approach depicted in Figure III-14 (d), as proposed by W. Camack
(Ref. 42) provides essentially correct illumination to the specimenvolume for
one orbital altitude and position. Uniformity on all parallel planes in the
test volume is provided due to the fact that as the illumination to a plane
decreases because of distance from one source, the illumination increases in
the sameproportion because the numberof sources in a specific view angle
increases by the square of the distance from the sources. The distribution
of energy around the specimenwill dependon the beamshape of the individual
source. If the planet being simulated is assumedto have a diffusive or cosine
distribution for radiated or reflected energy, the individual beamsshould be
shaped to that configur._tion by reflectors or other devices. A technique
devised by W. Camackfor application of this approach has been previously
discussed and is shownin Figure III-9.
The approach shownin Figure Iii-14 (e) has combined the wrap-around
approach with the shaping and directing of be_xmsto achieve good uniformity and
good distribution around the specimen. The figure shows the simulation for the
sub-solar orbital position, and the bemnstoward the edge of the simulator arc
narrower and directed toward the far side of the specimen surfaces on the sidc_
nearest to the planet simulator. In this design, the distribution around the
specimen is more dependent on the numberand placement of sources than on the
shape of the beam.
Because there are apt to be a large numberof sources in a simulator they
should be kept simple to reduce their weight, volume and cost. They should be
designed to avoid extensive and tedious adjustments. The efficiency should be
high to avoid the necessity for complicated and costly cooling systems to
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remove large amounts of waste heat. Further, it is anticipated that even vcrv
unsophisticated optical systems maydisplay unexpected distribution of energy
because it may not be practical to use point sources of radiation for radiosity
simulation. In the radiosity simulator the necessity for a large numberof
sources to provide energy distribution has been pointed out. This large
numberwill also help to average out irregularities in lamp beams. Some
methods suggested for directing radiant energy are illustrated in Figure
III-15.
Standard filament lamps with built-in spherical or parabolic reflectors
are designed to provide a wide variety of beamsfrom narrow spots to wide
flood angles. The long-life lamps have fairly long and wide-spread filaments
and as a result the beamhas someirregularities as illustrated, (Fig. III-15).
It is possible with fairly simple elements to further modify such light beams.
A cone surrounding a lamp beamtends to trim the edges and reinforce the
center portion of the beam. A flat mirror can split a beamand redirect the
light to the opposite side. This flat mirror could be movedback and forth
mechanically to change the beamshape. An internally reflecting sphere with a
hole in one side sized to shape the beamto the desired field angle has been
suggested to achieve high efficiency.
Figure III-14 (f) depicts a simulator for a spacecraft at 60° from sub-
solar. At a shifted orbital position three main changes in the planetary thermal
input occur: (I) the center of the simulated apparent planet disk rotates;
(2) the intensity will reduce, (3) non-s_Tmnetrical illumination, dependent on
the altitude, will occur. If an altitude change coincides with the orbital
position change, a further change in the intensity and energy distribution
results. Physical rotation can accomplish the first requirement of rotating
the planetary disk center relative to the sun, but for all others it becomes
necessary to change or regulate the emission from the sources. On and off
programming of the sources around a test specimen can also produce the simula-
tion of rotation required, and since the other orbital changesmay require
switching of sources, it appears desirable to study this approach to accomplish
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the total change without physically rotating the planetary simulation array.
If the specimen to be tested essentially fills the test volume so that
continuous surfaces of a sphere, cube or similar shape receive the radiative
energy inputs, the wrap-around approach can be used with the sources distri-
buted to provide proper energy distribution to just the outside surface of
the specimen. Concern for the distribution of energy to the far sides of
the specimen will be omitted since the specimen would shield those surfaces
from receiving radiation in space as well as in the chamber. When a specimen
has discontinuities or voids in its structure which allow radiation to pass
through or past parts of the specimen to additional surfaces, it becomes
more necessary to use the approach shown in Figure IIl-14 (e) to assure that
surface S I receives energy from a larger number of sources to compensate for
the fact that it is further away and to assure that surlace S 2 (back side)
does not receive undesirable energy.
One problem created by attempting to switch control of the planet simula-
tor to create the rotation simulation is the requirement for changing the beam
shapes. One possible way to accomplish this is to use mechanical adjustment of
the lamp directions or to use mechanical motion on reflectors to shape the
beams. Another method is to have the total beam composed of double or multiple
sources and switch on only those which give the desired be_m shape. This might
also be part of the total intensity control.
Assuming that the specimen is on a double ring gimbal which will allow any
surface to face the Sun, it will be necessary to rotate planetary albedo from
the sub-solar position through one axis of rotation, only, to the simulation
of a position near the temninator, or to the point where the magnitude of
albedo becomes negligible. Simulation of the planetary radiation theoreticallv
should be continued around to and through the Sun position. However, the Sun
is eclipsed during this period so the gimbal device can be used to position
the planet radiosity simulator relative to the specimen.
One limit imposed on the motion of the planetary radiosity simulator
D
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relative to the solar simulator occurs whenone extreme edge of the planetary
simulator would eclipse the solar beam. As illustrated in Figure III-16,
the actual satellite receives both solar radiation and planetary radiosity.
Whenthe planetary simulator is devised to yield similar shape factors,
part of the planetary radiosity array eclipses part of the solar beam. This
limit exists for either a physically rotated array or a switch programmed
array. A compensating factor is that in restricting the simulated rotation
of the planet simulator to avoid eclipsing the Sun, the only portion of the
planet radiation which needs to be sacrificed is rendered less consequential
because it overlaps the solar radiation.
_!ars System
For a Mars radiosity simulator first consideration will be given to
simulation of the planetary radiation because as was shown in the discussion
of requirements, the low albedo of Mars makes the planet radiation relatively
more significant. The generation of the required amount of long wavelength
radiant energy demands a large area of radiating surface. Also, the shape
factor between the specimen and the simulator is not constant with distance
when the simulator is located close to the specimen, as is necessary in a
chamber.
The examples in Figure III-17 shows the simulator disk "split into
several rings each having different shape factors toward various portions of
the test volume. It is thus possible to improve the distribution of this
type of energy to specimens. Changes in orbital position and altitude could
be produced by cooling sections of the simulator to reduce its radiation to
the specimen. Radiant sections could also be made up of louvers which could
be turned to present more or less of a radiating surface toward the specimen.
This will reduce response time in simulation of the effect of changing posi-
tions and altitudes.
As previously discussed, increase in the temperature of the radiators
will increase the energy per unit area greatly at a small sacrifice of correct
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spectral distribution. This allows reduction of the amount of radiating area
required to produce the required energy levels and helps achieve better distri-
bution and faster modulation. Infrared radiation will a]so be emitted by the
albedo sources at a spectrum depending on their temperature which can be con-
trolled by their cooling systems. The distribution of the albedo sources
should approximate that required for planet radiation. It is possible that for
planet radiation without albedo_ as would occur during the eclipse, a very
low power supply level to the albedo sources will provide adequate radiation.
The "red" planet Mars appears to have a spectrallv selective reflectance
which modifies the solar spectrum so that the peak of albedo energy occurs at
a wavelength of ().8 micron. This spectral distribution cannot necessarily be
reproduced by a 3200°K black body radiator because the energy reflected by Mars
is deficient in energy in the long wavelengths. Possible approaches [or
generating this energy spectrum are: (i) the use of standard (long life)
filament type lamps, (2) the use of high temperature (3400 to 3600°K) tungsten
or carbon filament lamps, or (3) the use of gas arc lamps. In all three cases,
it would be possible to employ filtering to improve the spectrum toward the
expected Mars albedo.
Ven__us System
Venus radiosity is predominantly the result of albedo. The spectrum is
apparently quite similar to that of the Sun. The planet emission, while it
is numerically in the order as that of Mars, is much less significant relative
to the higher albedo and solar energies at Venus. Because of this, and because
this low temperature radiation is difficult to simulate in correct spectral
and lateral distribution, priority should be given to good albedo simulation
and planet radiation requirements be satisfied as best as practical. It is
expected that one problem will be the reduction of unwanted infrared excess
from the albedo system and some of this excess can probably be used to simulate
planet radiation to the accuracy required. Venus albedo simulation will require
sources either 10 times brighter, or i0 times as many sources, than will be
required for Mars. Design of one facility to simulate the environment of both
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planets would require a great numberof compromisesin the simulation for
both cases. If the simulator is designed to Venus criteria, it would be very
difficult to restrict the input sufficiently to achieve reasonable simulation
for Mars. IIowever, such ,. unit would also encompassthe range of environment
effects encountered in Earth orbit.
Because of the high energy requirement and the need for the 6000°K tempera-
ture equivalent, consideration should be given to using gas arc lamps as sources
for a Venus albedo simulator. With this type of lamp, it will p_obably be
necessary to sacrifice someof the uniformity of energy distribution and
control of phase and orbital altitude changes.
CONCEPTS FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS
For the purpose of applying Mars and Venus planetary simulation techniques
to a specific case, a specimen will be assigned having the following characteris-
tics:
Size and Weight: i0 foot diameter - 5000 ibs.
Shape: Approximate]y spherical except having voids and
projections to cause shadowing.
Structure: Outer shell conductivity equivalent to I/8 T' thick
aluminum.
Surface Thermal Black, polished aluminum, and white paint
Optical Properties: (_/( = i/5) with the emissi\,ity change occulting
essentially linearly between 3 // and 6 /7 wave-
length.
It will be assumed that an elliptical equatorial orbit will carry the
craft from lO00 kilometers to 8000 kilometers of altitude. The craft will be
assumed to be planet oriented (one side of the craft always facing the planet).
A space chamber with the clear test volume of approximately a 20 foot
diameter sphere with a fixed-position i0 foot diameter solar simulation beam
will be assumed to be the facility to which a planet simulation system shall
be added.
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The requirement for the craft to face one side constantly toward the
planet makes it necessary to provide a two-axis gimbal with a 180° moLion
capability in each axis. Figure Ill-18 showshow the combined solar and
planetary simu]ator could be phased to simulate a 360° orbit.
The specimen is rotated 180° around a Sun planet axis at the sub-solar
and at anti-solar position. This avoids the need for placing a planetary
simulator completely around the chamber.
Mars Simulator
For the Hars Planet simulator the maximumintensities ot reflected and
radiated energy and the direct solar energy at iO00 kilometer altitude at
the sub-solar point intercepted by a i0 foot diameter sphere arejper
Figure III-7:
Planet albedo
Planet radiation
Solar radiation
=_900 watts (based on albedo := 0.295)
_-
_ _ watts (based on 211°K planet temperature)
=_ 4400 watts
The sources to be used for the aibedo simulator are tungsten filament
]_anps operated at 3000°I< with filtering used to modify the spectrum to nea_!v
match that of the Mars albedo. On Figure III-19 it can be seen that the
spectrLma of a 3000°K filament source considerably exceeds the Mars spectrum
in the infrared region when the tota] intensity is raised so that the levels
are equal at the expected Mars peak of 0.8 /I .
The filtering required is approximately 50% of the total energy from the
source. The filtering or optics should have essentially the characteristics
shown in Figure III-2().
Several materials have characteristics approaching the desired curve.
Blue filter elements tend to color correct in the required manner and certain
"white _' paints have selective absorptivities increasing rapidly toward 1ongeL-
wavelengths. It is expected that the total efficiency of the elements wil] b_'
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somewhatreduced bv unwanted absorption in the required spectrum. Additional
losses will be encountered becauseof the collection efficiency and because of
beam,shaping requirements. The beamforming devices will be spherical
reflectors as shownin Figure III-21. The color correction capability of the
double reflector unit is greater because all energy is reflected at least one
time and sometwo times.
The total efficiency of the albedo system is the product of the lamp
efficiency (approximately 80_;), the collection and filtering efficiency
(25% estimated) due to deliberate rejection and inadvertent losses, and the
efficiency of directing and shaping the beamsto give the desired shape
factor and energy distribution (estimated at 50%).
Total efficiency = 0.8 x 0.25 x 0.5 _: 107o
To furnish the 900 watts for the i0 foot spherical test volume at 100()
kilometers, a total input o_ 9 kilowatts is required. Thirty 300 watt
iodine quartz lamps would supply this power. Figure III-22 shows37 lamps
distributed on a hemispherical domeessentially in a projected close-pack
pattern on 4()_ centers. The reflectors will direct energy in such a manner
that points on the far side of the chamberreceive energy from more lamps
than tbose on the near side thus maintaining nearer to a uniform distribution
with depth. The numberof lamps used in this distribution cannot give entire
uniformity to the energy distributed on the specimen surface nor to the
uniformity with depth. The flux at specimen surfaces perpendicular to the
axes of s_-_netry of the simulator is approximately 9.5 watts per square foot
for the orbital conditions called for. An accurate calculation of energy
distribution and uniformity could be madeprovided full definition of actual
beampattern and other variables would be available.
To achieve the required motion of the albedo simulator relative to the
Sun, fifteen additional lamps will be distributed around one side of the
chamber, someof them overlapping the existing array but at a different angle
to produce the shape factor from the planet at a different direction. These
lamps will be located up to the maximumangle which does not cause them to
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obstruct the solar simulator assumedto be IO feet in diameter.
The Mars view angle for an altitude of iO00 kilometers is approximately
1()5°. To simulate higher altitude conditions it is necessary to restrict the
sources to a narrower angle of view and to reduce the intensity. For an
altitude of 8000 kilometers, the view angle is approximately 30° and the
total planetary thermal input is approximately 10%of that at i000 kilometers.
If this simulation is accomplished by turning off V0%of the sources, only
four will be left on. It is doubtful that a good lateral distribution of
energy to the specimen could be effected with only four lamps. Furthermore,
the lamps toward the center of the simulator have greater total energy than
those at the sides, so it appears necessary to use both tile shutting off of
some l,_mpsto reduce the view angle and a diminishing of the emission of those
left on, to reduce the total energy. Onemethod available is the reduction of
the power level to the lamp. This will change the spectrum of the a]bedo,
and may be unacceptable, llowever, if the deter_ination at the lower orbit
simulation determines the relative effect of the spectrum, it might be
possible through analysis to ascertain the effect at the new altitude condi-
tion. Further, since the albedo input does becomeless significant when
comparedwith the solar input (roughly 2Yoat this altitude), accuracy of
albedo simulation becomesrelatively less important.
Other techniques for reducing the thermal input of the simulated albedo
are to pulse it T:on" and _off '_periodically in periods long enough to assure
full brilliance of the sources, but short compared to the the_nnal response
periods of pertinent items on the specimen. In this way, a 10 to i reduc-
tion in thermal input from the albedo simulator could be approached by reduc-
ing the numberof lamps "on" to 30%and then switching these 'on' for one
minute and "off" for two minutes for another 30%reduction.
The amount of energy emitted from the source could be mechanically
reduced by meansof an iris diaphragm or a shutter.
Because9000 watts were introduced to the chamberand only 900 watts
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were usable for albedo simulation, it will be necessary to reject someof the
excess heat. The excess energy carl be used to provide planetary radiation
simulation. The temperatures desired will then be considerably above liquid
nitrogen temperature and it will not be necessary to cool surfaces with LN2
during operation. (However, when the chamber is used for deep space simulation
and planetary radiation is not required, it will be desirable to cool these
surfaces to LN2 temperature to effectively remove them as radiant heat sources.)
The reflection elements of the albedo simulation sources are designed to
absorb infrared radiation and will be good sources of simulated planetary
radiation. If the 37 reflectors used in the 20 foot diameter hemisphere are
each one foot in diameter, their total area is only approximately 5%of the
area of the hemisphere.
The shape factor from the reflectors to the specimen volume is approxi-
mately .07 if the reflectors radiate in all directions. Approximately 500(!
watts of the total 9(_0 watts for albedo will be absorbed by the reflector
elements and then re-radiated at a temperature of approximately _60°K. This
means that only 350 watts will be received at the specimenvolume. To
increase this to the necessary 585 watts it will be necessary either to
increase the temperature to approximately 520°K, shifting the peak of the
black body spectral distribution curve from the desired 14 fl to 5.6 _ .
Modification to the spectral distribution can probably be better tolerated
than a poor lateral energy distribution and the change in shape factor
which would occur if a greater area at lower temperature were used as
simulated planetary radiation source.
Desired temperature increase could be accomplished by restricting back-
side radiation (by providing a low emissivity polished metal finish) or by
increase of the total heat input to the radiating reflectors.
A simulation of the 8000 kilometer altitude position calls for a reduc-
tion of planetary radiation to 10% of that at I000 kilometers. This can be
accomplished with 30%_ of the sources in use, reduced to a temperature of
approximately 400°K to _urther reduce the radiation by a factor of 3.
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Venus Simulator
For a satellite in a lO(iO kilometer orbit around Venus, the maximum
energies intercepted by a 10 foot diameter spherical specimen are, per
Figure III-8:
Planetary albedo
Planetary radiation
Solar radiation
14,O0_] watts (based on a]bedo .76)
1,140 watts (based on 231¢K planet
t_mperature)
19,500 watts
The very high intensity Venus albedo apparently has a spectrum very
nearly matching the Sunts. The approach which was used to generate color
corrected albedo for Mars by absorbing the excess infrared energy from an
oversized 3000°K source becomes rather impractical for Venus. As shown by
Figure III-23 the excess infrared resulting from oversizing the source
approximately four times to bring the level up to that ot the Ve:ms albedo
spectrum peak at (i.5_results in an excess _f I0 times the desired energy.
This, coupled with the inefficiencies of _l_e optics, makes it impractical
to try to absorb and reject all the excess energy. Even when a 3400 to
3600_K filament source is used, with the r sultant radical reduction in lamp
life, the excess energy makes this approacL_ unattractive ior spectrally
correct albedo for Venus.
If spectral match can be compromised, filament sources are the easiest
to install and control to provide the total flux. For Venus the total
planetary albedo and radiation intercepted by a I0 foot dia[_eter satellite
at iOOO kilometers is 15 kw or I(I times that for a Mars satellite at the
same altitude. By using an approach similar to that used for Mars, but not
attempting to color correct, a the1_nal flux simulator could be built. If
iO00 watt lamps are used with lamp efficiencies of 9i)%, collector efficiency
of 50'>'.and a beam distribution efficiency of 50_., 223 usable watts could be
realized from each laT:ip. Forty-five lamps would bc required for the sub-solar
position energy. This results in an excL_ss energy o_ 35 kilowatts in the
chamber which needs to be absorbed in some way. Much of this will be picked
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up by the LN2 shrouds due to spurious radiation. Somecan be taken ouL by
water cooling or by someother relatively high temperature fluid. With poorer
distribution of energy tolerated, the efficiency of the distribution system
could be improved to reduce someol the excess energy.
To achieve nearly spectrally correct albedo simulation for Venus, it will
be necessary to use a 6000°K source, e.g. a gas arc lamp. Information received
through the courtesy of )Ir. A. Landau, from the Ozram Lamp Company, indicates
that a 6000 watt long-arc lamp can probably be operated in vacuum at a 3000
to 3500 watt level. It is not known what operation at this power level
will do to the spectral energy distribution of the lamp, but it is expected
that it will not change radically from the m_ximum energy state. Since
these lamps have a high e_lergy ban_ in the infrared it is desirable to
use some filtering with reflection, as was proposed with the Mars system,
to improve the spectrum. Since the long arc is not a point source, it is
not practical to use a spheriual leflector, but instead a cylindrical
reflector will be used to shape the radiation and filtering will be accomplished
by absoprtion of a percentage o_ the excess infrared.
Gas arc lamps have efficiencies of approximately 50%. The collection
and beaming efficiency is expected to be 40_'o with a filtering ef[iciency of
70%. The total usable energy from a _ kw operating lamp will then be
approximately 400 watts. To provide the required 14,000 watts for albedo,
35 lamps will be required. These will be spaced in concentric rings around
the hemisphere of the simulation chamber.
Figure III-24 sho_s 37 gas arc lamps and reflector elements distributed
on the bottom hemisphere of a chamber. Ic will be necessary to optimize the
spacing, the displacement from the specimen, and the shape of the beams to
achieve acceptable energy distribution around the specimen. It will also be
desirable to mix Xenon and _lercury-Xenon lamps to achieve improved spectral
match with minimal filtering required.
Rotation of the albedo simulation relative to the solar beam will be
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accomplished by turning off most of the main array below the specimen and
turning on someabove. Simulation of a higher altitude will be simulat_d
by selectively turning lights 'off '_ and by reducing the power to those
remaining "on". It is not knownhow far the power can be reduced before
the lights extinguish, nor what effect the further reduction in power will
have on the spectrum.
It will be necessary to fluid-cool the lamp electrodes to reduce the
infrared heat radiation. The reflectors should also be cooled to as low a
temperature as practical. Cooling the reflectors to 300°K will reduce th_
heat input to the specimen to a total of approximately ]000 watts, which is
actually the planetary radiation level requirement, liowever, radiation from
the lamp envelopes and electrodes received by the specimen is expected to
exceed 4000 watts. The problem becomesthat of minimizing the infrared
emission more than providing it. It may be possible to use a cooled double
reflector as shownin Figure III-21 to further shield the _nfrared radiation
and to help accomplish additional beamshaping.
For simulating conditions of planet radi_tion only, as in the eclipse
position, the reflector elements can be controlled at the proper temperature
to produce the heat required for the altitude being simulated. For simulation
of deep-space it will be desired to cool the reflector elements to liquid
nitrogen temperature to simulate the heat sink of space.
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SECTION IV
CONCLUSIONS A_ND RECO_LMENDATIONS
THERMAL ANALYSIS
The results of the thermal analysis have sho,_n that the effects of
planetary radiation and albedo are significant and must be considered in the
design and test of space vehicles in close circular orbits around _'lars and
Venus. Thermal analysis to determine theYmal effects on spacecraft orbiting
these planets in highly elliptical orbits is recommended for further study.
Such a study should be restricted to those elliptical orbits and spacecraft
configurations which are considered for Mars or Venus missions. The tempe_-a-
ture of a spacecraft in a highly elliptical orbit is less affected by the
planetary radiation and albedo than a spacecraft in a close circular orbit
and simulation of these effects may be unnecessary. This is to be expected
since the planetary radiation and albedo effects diminish with i_creasing
altitude and a spacecraft in an elliptic orbit would spend much of the orbit
time at altitudes where such effects are negligible.
SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
An ideal planetary simulator would be one which could provide variabl_
simulation to produce the thermal effects of all phases of orbits a_ound
any of the planets or their moons, and be integrated in a space simulation
facility. Practical limits do not even make the combination of Mars and
Venus radiosity simulation attractive. Even with the design restricted to a
single planet, the problems of simulating conditions for various orbital
phases and altitudes make the simulator still complicated, and even for a
fixed orbital condition, simulation of all the features of energy distribution
and spectrum may be only achievable with adequate rather than perfect accuraav.
The characteristics of a test specimen will determine the type and degree el
simulation which is required. This leads to the conclusion that a simulati_,n
system should be tailored to a specific requirement related to th_ craft and its
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mission and that an all-purpose planetary albedo and radiation simulator is
not practical.
The basic limitation of presently conceived planetary radiosity simulators
are:
(I) The lateral distribution of energy on the test specimen may be
in error in excess of 207_in many locations. For a craft with
good thermal d_ffusivity this shortcoming is not seric,us. For
very thin si_elled satellites or for relatively isolat:ed experi-
ments, this may be more serious.
(2) The simulation of higher altitude orbits requires i compromise
in energy distribution and probably also in spectral match.
(A compensation here is the fact that for higher altitudes
planetary radiosity effects are a smaller percentage of the
total space thernlal input._
(3) The albedo reflector elements may cause _or_eundesir_-i reflection
of by-passed solar energy.
(4) Simulation of changing direction of plail,_tary radiositv relative
to the solar flu× direction causes a disturbance' of uniform
energy distribution.
(5) Simulated planetary _adiatioll will be in a sho_'ter sp_'ctrai band
than the real planetary radiation, if reasonably correct intensity
and lateral distribution shall be achieved.
Further investigations and development are required and recommendedin
the following areas:
Reflector Devices
Reflector elements generallv used are highly polished metallic suriaces
with protective coatings. The properties of these surfaces may result in
spectrally selective reflectance which may be detrimental or beneficial to the
desired performance. Through the selection of coatings and finishes for th_
reflectors, it is possible to achieve desirable color correction for the
reflected energy. The approach used by General Electric in producing
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"Cooi Beam"incandescent lamps is to eliminate muchof the infrared energy
by transmitting the light through multiple layer interference surfaces which
mainly reflect the visible light. Ibis approach could be used to improve [i_
energy spectrum of sources for Mars albedo simulation purposes. If necessary,
this may be supplemented by higher le_mpfilament temperatures at the e×pense
of lamp life.
Further research to define the required reflectance characteristics,
suitable coatings, filament temperature and lamp life penalties would pro_,ide
basic information required for successful design of planetary albedo and
radiation simulation facilities.
Beam Shaping Techniques
The simulation of planetary albedo requires beams of albedo enerzies fro_':
the sources to the specimen of varying shapes as the source location around
the specimen changes. A program to detelnnine the extent that various seurc_
and reflector combinations could affect this variation would be very useful.
Source Selection
The operation of potential radiation sources in a vacuum enviropJnent
should be experimentally investigated to ascertain problen_s which might be
encountered in system use. Gas-arc lamps should be tried in a vacuum
environment to determine the cooling requirements, thermal stress resulting
from radiant cooling of the envelope, amount of infrared energy er:itted and
the extent that it can he reduced with filtering.
Preliminary Facility Desisn
A simulator for a particular spacecraft and mission should be de,signed,
capable to provide a specified degree of planetary simulation. After radia-
tion sources are selected or developed, locating and controlling them to
achieve a proper distribution of energy around and through a sp_ci_en
volume is very complex. A combination of intuitive design and computer
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calculations is required to develop and verify the distribution of energy
for simulating various orbital positions and altitudes.
The specimen support and rotation problem is related primarily to the
requirement for orientation relative to the solar simulation, but also needs
to be considered with respect to possible shielding effects of planetary
simulation devices.
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APPENDIX A
ALBED(_ SI_g!LATION SURVEY
A summary of the results from a survey made to collect information
on albedo simulation techniques is presented in this Appendix.
Letter and 0uestionnaire
A letter and questionnaire requesting con_ents and recon_nendations on
A1bedo Simulation was sent tr_ individuals at 28 companies or agencies kno_n_
to have an interest in space simulation. Nine responses were returned. Of
these, three companies indicates that they were unable to answer the ques-
tionnaire either because they did no planetary simulator work, or for other
reasons. The six answers received are sun_narizcd here with the questions
as submitted.
Question A.
Answers:
Question B.
Answers:
"Relative to solar simulation, how important is the inclusio:_
of all_edo simulation? WJmt considerations have you given to
including planetary albedo and planetary radiation simulation
in space environment tests?"
I. Mandatory to simulate for low orbit.
2. Simulate for thermal balance and optics calibration.
3. The solution can o[ten by obtained analytically.
4. Very important for small scientific satellites.
5. Essential for some tests.
6. Depends on design - Plans call for inclusion as part
of tests.
'_What specific techniques are recon_nended for the simulatio_
of planetary albedo _reflected) and planetary radiated
thermal energy flux?"
i. Quartz lamps on bi_d-cage structure.
2. Diffusing hemisphere source wi_h conical holes.
3. Quartz ]_nps.
4. Radiating plate and direct skin heaters.
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Question c.
Answers:
Question D.
5. Black painted honeycomb(moon radiation).
6. Again specimen dependent. Tungsten lamps good where
heat flux satisfactory. No satisfactory source found
for precise spectral match.
"Which type of thermal balance tests with simulated solar
radiations and planetary albedo and radiation is most useful,
amongthe following, and why do you think so?"
a. Simulation of maximumextreme conditions, determination
of transient responses and stabilization times, or ti_e
to reach allowable limits...
b. Time averaging of radiation environments...
c. Duplication of cyclic variations of thermal environments...
I. a. For qualification tests on small vehicles.
b. For large long time constant vehicles.
c. Ideal but difficult and costly hence utility
questionable.
2. a and b. Generally
c. In somecases.
3. c. Assuming adequate analysis accompanies.
4. a. Second in importance.
b. Most useful1.
c. Useful in verifying orbital variation.
5. a. Most useful for verifying calculation and
assumption.
c. Useful for environmental testing.
6. All appropriate for certain circumstances.
a. Gives satisfactory design info_ation and
go-no-go indication.
b. Of limited value.
c. Best but normally impractical.
"What is the order of importance of planetary albedo anti
radiation simulation parameters, amongti_e following? r_
a. Intensity or flux density...
b. Uniformity of the flux...
c. Shape factor or view angle...
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Answers:
d. Spectral distribution energy match.
First Second Third Fourth
i. a. c. b. d.
2. a. b. & c. d.
3. a. & d.
4. c. a. b. d.
5. a. c. d. b.
6. a. b. c. d. (normally)
Question e.
Answers:
Question F.
Answers:
"Present simulation of solar spectral distribution is less than
perfect. Does this cause you to minimize the effects of
spectral simulation error by restricting the selection of
thermal control coatings to those that will yield representative
test results? Fromyour experience, how serious do you con-
sider these limitations to be?"
I. No restriction on thermal control materials foreseen.
2. Thermal behavior factors are selected to avoid sophis-
ticated tests.
3. Analytic methods are used to compensate for test
limitations.
4. Analysis can predict true temperatures.
5. Thermal coatings are not generally narrow band devices
and 10%to 5%spectral match can be achieved.
6. NO, do not restrict selection for test validity.
Satisfactory spectral simulation is available where
care is used in data analysis.
"What instrumentation is reconm_endedfor monitoring albedo and
planetary radiation simulator performance?"
i. Continuous intensity monitoring at widely separated points,
measurementof the look angle and spectrum periodically,
and uniformity measurementat test beginning or end.
2. Instrumentation dependson simulator characteristics.
Excellent design can reduce the instrument requirement
to a single sensor.
3. Disc calorimeter, and measure all coating properties.
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4. Yotal energy sensor plus spectral discriminating senso_
such as a solar cell if two types of sources are used.
5. Total energy sensor plus black body source temperature.
6. Calorimeters monitoring absolute flux at vehicle location
and a bell monitor to sample source spectrum where small
changes may be important.
Telephone Contacts
Telephone conversations with twenty-three individuals indicated ti_at r_<_:_t
had an interest in the simulation of planetary thermal effects but had not
given much thought to actual implementation of simulation devices. Sev_r_l
suggested the use of infrared lamps and heated surfaces to provide the required
heat inputs. Some rather unique and well-engineered simulation system prol_osals
were encountered.
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